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Abstract 
In this paper we present two actor languages and a semantics preserving translation between 
them. The source of the translation is a high-level language that provides object-based program- 
ming abstractions. The target is a simple functional language extended with basic primitives for 
actor computation. The semantics preserved is the interaction semantics of actor systems - sets 
of possible interactions of a system with its environment. The proof itself is of interest since it 
demonstrates a methodology based on the actor theory framework for reasoning about correct- 
ness of transformations and translations of actor programs and languages and more generally of 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we continue our investigation of the actor model of computation 
[ 1-3, 10, 16, 171. Actors are independent computational agents that interact solely via 
asynchronous message passing. An actor can create other actors; send messages; and 
modify its own local state. An actor can only effect the local state of other actors by 
sending them messages, and it can only send messages to its acquaintances - addresses 
of actors it was given upon creation, it received in a message, or that it created. Actor 
semantics requires computations to be fair. 
We take two views of actors: as individuals and as elements of components. In- 
dividual actors provide units of encapsulation of state and control. Components are 
collections of actors (and messages) provided with an interface specifying the recep- 
tionists (internal actors accessible from outside the component) and external actors 
(accessible from but not existing inside the component). Collecting actors into compo- 
nents provides for composability and coordination. Individual actors are described in 
terms of local transitions. Components are described in terms of interactions with their 
environment. 
The actor model provides a natural framework for inter-operation of multiple lan- 
guages since the details of the code describing an individual actors behavior are not 
visible outside that actor. All that needs to be common is the messages communicated 
among the different actors. In [ 171, this intuition is formalized using the notion of an 
abstract actor structure. Here we generalize the notion of an abstract actor structure 
to an actor theory. Actor theories provide a general semantic framework for specifying 
and reasoning about actor systems as well as for reasoning about relations between dif- 
ferent actor languages. An actor theory describes the behavior of individual actors. The 
models of an actor theory account directly for the interaction (exchange of messages) 
of an actor component with its environment. Each model of an actor theory gives rise 
to a corresponding semantics of actor components. Two important models are: compu- 
tation paths - analogous to labelled transition system semantics; and interaction paths 
_ obtained from computation paths by omitting details of internal computation. These 
give rise to computation path and interaction semantics, respectively. Both semantics 
are composable and as we will see, interaction semantics provides a basis for specify- 
ing and reasoning about actor systems that is independent of any particular choice of 
actor language. 
In this paper we illustrate the ideas and techniques based on actor theories by show- 
ing how they can be used to establish the correctness of a translation from a high-level 
actor language to low-level actor language such as might be found in a compiler pre- 
processor. The low-level kernel language, k2, is an extension of a simple functional 
language based on the call-by-value il-calculus with primitives for actor computation. 
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The high-level user language, “2, provides object-based syntax. To illustrate the tech- 
niques involved we have chosen a small number of high-level abstractions: methods; 
synchronization constraints; and remote procedure call (rpc) method invocation. Actors 
qua objects have methods and synchronization constraints. The language provides the 
basic object primitives for object creation and synchronous method invocation (request- 
ing that an object carry out an operation using the specified method and subsequently 
waiting for a reply). Concurrency is achieved through asynchronous method invocation 
that allows multiple objects to execute concurrently and independently. Synchronization 
constraints allow an object to control when a method can be invoked. 
Each of the languages is given a semantics by defining a corresponding actor theory. 
We choose to give a separate semantics for the user language in order to be able to 
reason directly about user programs. The correctness theorem shows that we can also 
reason about user programs by translating to the kernel language and reasoning in 
terms of the kernel semantics. 
The translation, u2k, from the user language to the kernel language eliminates the 
object-based programming abstractions in favor of the simple actor primitives. Method 
dispatch translates straightforwardly into conditionals. Synchronization constraints are 
translated using an auxiliary actor to manage the internal mail queue. Synchronous 
method invocation is translated using an auxiliary freshly created actor to accept the 
reply. This corresponds to the use of a private channel for communication. In the 
translation of both constraints and remote procedure calls it is necessary to refer to 
the remainder of the local computation. Rather than use a continuation passing transfor- 
mation we add a control operation clc to the kernel language. This could be eliminated 
by further application of the same ideas (cf. [4]). 
The main result presented here is that the translation, u2k preserves the interaction 
semantics. 
Theorem u2k. 
Zsem(uP) = Zsem(u2k(“P)) VM 
where ‘P is a user language program, Zsem maps programs to their interaction se- 
mantics, and PM restricts the kernel interactions to user language messages. 
The proof that the translation preserves interaction semantics itself is of interest 
since it demonstrates a methodology for proving correctness of transformations and 
translations of actor languages and more generally of concurrent object languages. 
For the proof we lift the translation to semantic configurations that correspond to the 
possible actor system states and show that the following diagram commutes: 
uP 3 kP 
u-11 1 I[-n 
uK % kK 
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where P is a top-level program, K, is a configuration, and [-] gives the semantics of a 
program in terms of the initial configuration that it describes.’ The proof is completed 
by showing that interaction semantics is preserved by translation at the semantic level 
Isem = Zsem(G’k(‘K)) VM. 
This proof involves establishing a correspondence between the (possibly infinite) com- 
putations of two systems. The actor theories defined for each of the languages corre- 
spond to standard transition system semantics with transitions that are small and easy 
to understand, but expose much irrelevant detail. We make use of a general interaction 
semantics preserving actor theory transformation that can be thought of as moving from 
a small step to a big step operational semantics. Changing the level of abstraction of 
the operational semantics of a fixed language is a general technique useful for reason- 
ing about systems at the desired level of detail. Reasoning about the level changing 
transformation on actor theories and the language changing translation is simplified by 
using ideas from the rewriting logic model of concurrent computation [12, 13, 161 to 
define notions of computation path equivalence. 
1.1. Plan 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review 
the actor theory framework for actor system semantics and define the small-step to big- 
step actor theory transformation. The kernel-language syntax and semantics is presented 
in Section 3 and the user-language syntax and semantics is presented in Section 4. The 
user to kernel translation and the proof of its correctness are presented in Section 5. 
Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. 
1.2. Notation 
We use the usual notation for set membership and function application. Z is the set 
of integers, N is the set of natural numbers. Let Y, Ya, Y, be sets, We specify meta- 
variable conventions in the form: let y range over Y, which should be read as: the 
meta-variable y and decorated variants such as y’, ~0,. . ., range over the set Y. Y” is 
the set of sequences of elements of Y of length n. Y* is the set of finite sequences 
of elements of Y, and Y+ is the set of non-empty sequences. 7 = [yi,. . . , yn] is the 
sequence of length Len(J) = n with ith element yi. (Thus [ ] is the empty sequence.) 
u * v denotes the concatenation of the sequences u and v. P,[Y] is the set of finite 
subsets of Y. J%ilo[Y] is the set of (finite) multi-sets with elements in Y. 0 is the 
empty multiset and if Xi and X2 are multisets, then Xa , Xl is the multiset union of 
the two. Fmap[Ys, Yi] is the set of finite maps from YO to Yi . [Yo + YI] is the set of 
total functions, f, with domain Ya and range contained in Yi . [Yo 3 Yl] is the set of 
‘We use the following convention: if X is a meta variable for some sort common to the user and 
kernel language, then we use the super-prescript “X to indicate that X belongs to the user language and 
kX to indicate that X belongs to the kernel language. So for example “K is an user language configuration. 
However to prevent a notational quagmire we use this convention sparingly. 
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partial functions, f, with domain contained in Ys and range contained in Yi. We write 
Dam(f) for the domain of a function and Rng(f) for its range. For any function f: 
f{y := y’} is the function f’ such that Dom(f’)=Dom(f)U {y}, f’(y)= y’, and 
f’(z) = f(z) for z # y,z E Dam(f); and f [Y is the restriction of f to the set Y. 
2. A semantic framework for actors 
In this section we introduce actor theories as a general semantic framework for 
specifying and reasoning about actor computation. The notion of actor theory provides 
an axiomatic characterization of actor languages: the basic features; capabilities; and 
constraints. Actor theories can be considered as an operational alternative to the domain 
theoretic behaviors used by Clinger [8]. They are a simplification and generalization 
of the notion of abstract actor structures presented in [ 16,171. 
2.1. Actor theories and their semantics - an introduction 
An actor theory describes individual actor behaviors and their local interactions in 
a representation independent manner. An actor theory specifies sets of actor names, 
actor states, message contents, and labelled reaction rules. Actor names are the means 
of uniquely identifying individual actors. Actor states are intended to carry information 
traditionally contained in the script (methods) and acquaintances (values of instance 
variables), as well as the local message queue and the current processing state. Message 
contents represent the information that can be communicated between actors, both 
locally and as interactions with the environment. Reaction rules determine what an actor 
in a given state can do next and how it will respond to messages with given contents. 
More generally reaction rules describe synchronous interactions of groups of actors 
and messages. Reaction rules are labelled. These labels are used in deriving a labelled 
transition system semantics. In this way the labels provide information concerning the 
basic observations that can be made as an actor system evolves. 
An actor theory must obey the fundamental acquaintance (locality) laws of ac- 
tors [6,8] in addition to renaming laws that express the fact that computation is 
uniformly parameterized in the choice of actor names - renaming commutes with ev- 
erything. To state these laws an actor theory also provides a primitive operation to 
determine the acquaintances of (actor names occurring in) the various entities and a 
primitive operation to rename them. 
The operational semantics of an actor theory is given by the transition relation on 
configurations derived from the reaction rules. A configuration can be thought of as 
representing a global snapshot of an actor system with respect to some idealized ob- 
server [l]. It contains a set of receptionist names, a set of external actor names, and 
a collection of actors and messages. The sets of receptionist names and external ac- 
tor names are the interface of an actor configuration to its environment. They specify 
what internal actors are visible from the environment, and what actor connections must 
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be provided for the configuration to function. Both the set of receptionist names and 
the set of external actor names may grow as the configuration evolves. The collection 
of actors and messages is the interior of the configuration. It specifies the internal 
actors and their current states, and the state of the internal message system. Configu- 
rations evolve either by internal computation or by interaction with the environment. 
The transition relation expresses the ways a configuration might evolve and interact 
with its environment. The computation path semantics of a configuration is the set of 
fair computations possible starting with that configuration. 
Interaction semantics gives a more abstract view of an actor system, specifying only 
the possible interactions (patterns of message passing) a system can have with its 
environment. Interaction semantics is the result of hiding all information concerning 
the internal computations and what actors may be present beyond the receptionists. 
In their full generality actor theories allow for modeling of what might be considered 
unactor like behavior. For example particular actor theories allow for direct expression 
of synchronization between two or more actors. The point is that some actor theories 
are intended to model basic actor computation while others model higher-level pro- 
gramming abstractions and still others are intended simply to be descriptions of the 
interaction semantics of actor systems without a commitment to the details of how the 
behavior is realized. The use of a generalized actor theory is typically justified by a 
mapping to a basic actor theory, or showing that the behavior described can be realized 
by an actor system. 
The term reaction rule is used here in the same spirit as in the Chemical Abstract 
Machine [7] to indicate local interactions of reactive entities. Actors and messages 
can be thought of as special kinds of molecules and interiors are like solutions. Actor 
theories are in fact a special case of rewrite theories and the mechanisms we use to 
derive the computations of an actor system are based on those of rewriting logic [12]. 
2.2. Actor theories formally 
An actor theory, AT, is a structure of the following form: 
AT= ((AS,M,L),(acq,T), RR) 
A, S,M,L are the primitive sorts of AT. A is a countable set of actor names, S 
is a set of actor states, M is a set of message contents, and L is a set of labels. 
From the primitive sorts we form actor entities, AE, messages, Msg, and configuration 
interiors, I. 
AE = CSI A - the set of actor entities (briefly actors) (actor entities are simply an 
actor name paired with an actor state, thus AE is set theoretically isomorphic to 
A x S). 
Msg =A a M - the set of messages (a message merely consists of an actor 
address paired with a message contents, thus Msg is set theoretically isomorphic 
to A x M). 
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I c {aUp ( c E &,[AE], ,u E Jif,[Msg]} - the set of configuration interiors (briefly 
interiors). 
We let a range over A, M range over M, s range over S, 1 range over L, and 
Z range over I. [sl D is an actor with name, a, in state, s and aaM is a message with 
addressee, a, and contents, M. A configuration interior, I, is the union of a multiset 
of messages and a multiset of actors in which no two actor entities have the same 
name: 
(‘v’aEA)(I{sES1 CSI.EZ}I-G~). 
This constraint means that the multiset union of two internal configurations Z and I’ 
is only defined when the set of names of actor entities occurring in Z is disjoint from 
those of I’. 
RR is a set of reaction rules that specify the behavior of individual actors and their 
synchronization with other internal actors and messages. Elements of RR are triples of 
the form 
where 1 is the rule label, Z is rule source, and I’ is the rule target. 
The primitive operations of AT are: acq and ?. The acquaintance function, acq : S U 
M UL + 9,[A], gives the finite set of actor names occurring in a state, message 
contents, or label. acq extends homomorphically to structures built from the primitive 
sorts. Thus 
acq( [sl a) = {a} U acq(s) acq(a a M) = {a) U acq(M) 
acqV0 , 11) = acqV0 1 U acd4 > 
Actor addresses cannot be explicitly created by actors, and the semantics cannot depend 
on the particular choice of addresses of a group of actors. A renaming mechanism is 
used to formulate this requirement. We let Bij(A) be the set of bijections on A and 
let a range over Bij(A). We call elements of Bij(A) renamings. For any such a, 2? is 
the associated renaming function on states, message contents, and labels: 
2:s+s t?:M+M E:L+L 
This is analogous to cc-renaming in the I-calculus. Renaming is extended naturally to 
structures built from addresses, states, and values. Thus 
Z( Csl a) = E(s)1 cc(a) %(a a M) = a(a) a Z(i(M) vo , 11) = Wo) f Ql ) 
We define two functions on interiors: ZnAct, ExtAct : I + B,[A]. ZnAct(Z) is the set 
of names of the internal actors of I, and ExtAct(Z) is the set of names of external 
actors referred to in Z. 
ZnAct(Z) = {a E A ) (3s E S)( Csl, E I>> ExtAct(Z) = acq(Z) - ZnAct(Z) 
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Note that by definition the external actors ExtAct(Z) are disjoint from the internal 
actors InAct( Using ZnAct we can express the requirement for Z , I’, the multiset 
union of the actors and messages of Z and I’, to be defined as InAct n InAct = 0. 
In this case we have 
ZnAct(Z , I’) = ZnAct(Z) u ZnAct(Z’) 
ExtAct(Z , I’) = (ExtAct(Z) u ExtAct(Z’)) - ZnAct(Z , I’) 
The locality and renaming laws that an actor theory must obey are expressed by the 
axioms (AR) and (RR). 
Acquaintance and Renaming Axioms (AR) 
(i) acq(l?(u)) = u(acq(v)) for u E A U M U L 
(ii) (Va~acq(v))(a(a)=a)+2(i(v)=v for UEAUMUL 
(iii) ~~07~1 = Ks 0 Ct 
where we extend renamings pointwise to sets of actor names. (i) states that renaming 
commutes with the acquaintance function. (ii) states that if a renaming fixes the ac- 
quaintances of an object then applying it does not change the object. (iii) states that 
the renaming mechanism commutes with function composition. (ii-iii) imply that two 
renamings that agree on the acquaintances of an object have the same result when 
applied to the object, and that 2 is a bijection on A U M U L. 
Axioms for reaction rules (RR). If 1: Z + I’ E RR, then 
(i) ZnAct(Z) # 0 
(ii) I : IO + ZA E RR implies InAct = InAct and InAct = InAct 
(iii) InAct c InAct C acq(Z) 
(iv) ExtAct(Z’) C ExtAct(Z) 
(v) C(Z) :;;<I) =S 2(Z’) E RR for any renaming 01 in Bij(A) 
(i) states that reactions must involve at least one existing actor; (ii) states that a 
label uniquely determines the actors involved in a reaction; (iii) states that actors 
cannot disappear and that the actors involved in a reaction must be made explicit as 
acquaintances of the reaction label; (iv) states that no references to external actors are 
acquired in an internal transition, although some may be forgotten; and (v) states that 
the set of rules is closed under renaming. 
If I : Z +- I’ E RR, we call InAct the old actors of I and InAct - InAct the 
new actors of 1. 
2.3. Computation path semantics 
An actor configuration is a configuration interior, Z, together with two sets of actor 
names: the receptionists, p, which are a subset of the internal actors of the interior; and 
the externals, x, which include all actors mentioned in the interior that are not internal 
actors. 
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Definition (Configurations, K). 
p G InAct A ExtAct(Z) Q AX f-l ZnAct(Z) = 0 
We let K range over K. 
The computations of a configuration are given by the labelled transition relation with 
elements of the form K 1, K’. K is the source of the transition and K’ is the target 
and I is the label. Transition labels are either rule labels, input labels, output labels, 
or a special idle label, idle. An input label has the form in(a a M), indicating a 
message is arriving from the environment. An output label has the form out(a a M) 
indicating a message is being transmitted to the environment. We now let 1 range over 
L U in(A a M) U out(A a M). 
Definition (Transition rules). 
(internal) ((Zs, ZrA((Zt, Zr ifl:Zs+ZtERR 
(in) 
if a E p A acq(M) n InAct C p 
(out> l Z, aaMr OUY) ((I~U(Ycq’M)l) if a$ZnAct(Z) 
In (internal) we assume that the configurations are well-formed (14), and that the 







InAct n ZrzAct(Z) = 0, 
p c znAct(zj , I), 
ExtAct(zj , Z) Q, 
ZnAct(lj , I) nx = 0, and 
(InAct - InAct( n acq(Z) = 0. 
computation path is an infinite sequence of transitions such that target of each 
transition is the source of the next transition. The computation paths of a configuration, 
9(K), are the computation paths whose initial configuration is K. 
Definition (Computation Paths, 8, B(K)). 
9’ is the set of sequences, rc, of the form rc = [Ki L Ki+l 1 i EN] 
Y(K)={n:@“(K is the source of n(O)} 
A finite computation is a path in which all but a finite number of the transition 
labels are idle. Recall that actor computations are required to be fair. Thus we do not 
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want to consider arbitrary paths, only the fair ones. A computation is fair if whenever 
a transition is enabled, either it eventually fires or it becomes permanently disabled. 
We only consider enabledness for transitions whose label is a reaction rule label or 
an output label. We do not wish to force the environment to do an input, and the 
idle transitions are simply ignored for the purpose of fairness. We say that a label I 
is enabled in K if it is in L U out(Msg) and if K has a transition with label I’ where 
1’ is the same as 1 up to choice of names for new actors. A label, I, is enabled at 
step i in Z, Enabled(z, i,Z), if 1 is enabled in the source Ki of z(i). 1 fires in rc at 
j, Fires(q j, l), if rc( j) has the form Kj A Kj+l where lj differs from I only in the 
names of new actors. 8(K) is the set of fair paths with initial configuration K. 
Definition (Fair paths). 
Fair(n) H (Vi, I)(Enabled(q i, I) =S (@j)(Fires(n, i + j, I)) 
V (3k)(Vj)(lEnabled(n, i + k + j, I)))) 
9(K) = {TC E B(K) 1 Fair(x)} 
2.4. Interaction semantics 
The set of computation paths, B(K), and the set of fair computation paths, 9(K) 
both give a compositional semantics for actor systems [16]. However these semantics 
contain too much detail about the inner workings of an actor system to yield a useful 
notion of equivalence (an equivalence is useful if equivalent entities cannot be distin- 
guished by interacting with other actor systems, or - for that matter - any system). 
In analogy to the idea of a sequential procedure as a black box characterized by its 
input/output relation, we would like to consider an actor system as a black box char- 
acterized by the set of possible interactions with its environment. Thus we define the 
interaction semantics of an actor system in such a way as to hide the details of internal 
transitions. It is a composable semantics with many pleasant properties [ 17-191. 
The interaction semantics of a configuration is its set of possible interaction paths. 
An interaction path of a configuration is an infinite sequence of interaction labels 
together with an initial interface consisting of a pair of finite sets of actor names (the 
receptionists and externals). An interaction label is either an input/output label or the 
special sign, z*, standing for possible internal activity. 
The function isem maps transition labels to interaction labels and computation paths 
to interaction paths. The receptionists and externals of isem are those of the ini- 
tial configuration of rt. The interaction sequence of hem(n) is the sequence of labels 
obtained by replacing the internal and idle transition labels by z*. 
Definition (isem( 71) Lsem( K )). 
isem( I) = 
z* if 1 E L U {idle} 
I if 1 E in(Msg) U out(Msg) 
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isem( n) = qoo where n(i) = (( Zi x A (( Zi+l XI’ and 
29(i) = isem for i E N 
Zsem(K) = (isem(7r) 1n E F(K)} 
We say that two configurations are interaction equivalent if they have the same 
interaction semantics. 
So far we have been working in the context of a particular fixed actor theory. In 
the case that we consider interaction semantics in more than one actor theory, we 
qualify the configuration K by the name of the actor theory, writing Zsem(K :AT) for 
example. Thus we can express the interaction equivalence of configurations in different 
actor theories (with the same messages) by writing Zsem(KO : ATo) = Zsem(K1 : ATI). 
Idle transitions are included as a technical convenience. In what follows we consider 
two interaction paths to be the same if they differ only by insertion or deletion of t* 
interactions. 
2.5. Constrained actor theories and the big-step transform 
For reasoning about semantics of actor programs or configurations we generalize 
the notion of actor theory further by replacing the fixed set of fair computations by 
a set of admissible computations, d, specified as a part of the theory. We call these 
constrained actor theories. In an constrained actor theory the set of admissible com- 
putations replaces the set of fair computations in the definition of interaction semantics 
of a configuration: 
Zsem(K: AT)={isem(n)/xE.&} 
A standard actor theory can be thought of as an constrained actor theory by defining 
2?2=._9=. 
An example of the use of constrained actor theories is to be able to compare con- 
figurations in two theories with differing messages by restricting attention to the set of 
messages that they have in common. This can be done by a message restriction theory 
transformation. Let AT be an actor theory with messages M and admissible paths d. 
For V c M, we define AT [ V to be the actor theory with the same underlying structure 
as AT (((A,S,M, L), (acq, T), RR) ) and with admissible paths, &IV, consisting of 
those paths with input restricted to messages in V. 
J&‘[V={E=[K, --!!--+Ki+lIiEN]IxE.19 
A (Vi E N)(Zi E {idle} U L U in(A a V) U out(A a M))} 
Working in the context of a fixed actor theory AT, we define Zsem(K) [V to be 
Zsem(K: AT[V). 
These constrained actor theories should be thought of not as different models of 
actor computation, but as more convenient descriptions of the interaction semantics. If 
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AT is a standard actor theory and AT+ is an constrained variant of AT (same basic 
ingredients) with admissible paths JY then using AT+ in place of AT is typically 
justified by an equivalence theorem of the form 
(V7r E ~)(37c’ E ,_~~I)(isern(7r) = isern(7r’) A source(7r(O)) = source(7t’(O))) 
(V7t E &)(W E F)(isem(n) = isem(3r’)) A source(x(0)) = source(n’(0)) 
Thus for any AT configuration (equivalently any AT+ configuration) 
Zsem(K : AT) = Zsem(K : AT+). 
More generally we can use this kind of equivalence to justify moving from one con- 
strained actor theory to another. 
As a simple example of a semantics preserving transformation, we define the restric- 
tion of an actor theory to a subset of its configurations. Let AT be an actor theory 
with configurations K and let Ko c K. Then AT [Ko is the actor theory with the same 
underlying structure as AT and with admissible paths d[Ko the admissible paths of 
AT with initial configuration in Ko. 
&[Ks={~E&:ATIsource(rc(O))EKs} 
Clearly this restriction preserves interaction semantics on configurations in Ko. 
Lemma (cfig.restr). For K E Ko, 
Zsem(K : AT) =Zsem(K : (AT[Ko)) 
A more substantial example of moving from one theory to another while preserv- 
ing semantics is the restriction of attention to computations having some particular 
canonical form. To illustrate the idea we define the notion of big-step form and the 
big-step transformation that restricts attention to computations in big-step form. The 
big-step transformation is interesting in the context of using actor theories to define the 
semantics of actor programming languages, since the semantics is usually defined by 
giving a reaction rule for each construct of the language. Such a semantics is simple 
to define and easy to understand in the small. However, it gives rise to computations 
with many small and mostly uninteresting steps, making reasoning in the large unnec- 
essarily complicated. The big-step transformation allows one to think of computations 
in terms of the interesting steps that involve interactions with the environment, creation 
of actors and messages, or that involve some synchronization of actors and messages, 
suppressing details of internal computation of an actor. 
The transition rules on configurations can be divided into three groups: 
1. The interaction rules, consisting of the (in), (out) and (idle) rules. 
2. The silent rules, consisting of the uninteresting internal rules. These rules are those 
that correspond to a single actor computing, or more accurately changing state. 
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3. The non-silent internal rules, consisting of the internal rules in which more than one 
actor or message is involved. Typical non-silent steps are the receipt of a message 
by an actor, the sending of messages, the creation of actors, or some other more 
elaborate synchronization of actors and messages. 
From the interaction point of view, the only steps we are interested in are the inter- 
action steps. The silent steps are the least interesting, they merely transform the state 
of an actor till it is ready to participate in the next non silent step it participates in. 
The silent steps are the ones that are collapsed in the transformation from small step 
to big step theories. We also have a fair degree of freedom when it comes to the 
manipulation of silent moves. 
Definition (Silent rule and step). A silent rule is a rule of the form I : IsI a =+- Cdl a. 
A silent step at a is a transition whose label is a silent rule involving only a: 
Consider two adjacent steps: 
then a simple examination of the definition of the transition rules reveals that these 
may be commuted whenever: (1) the old actors of II are disjoint from the old and new 
actors of Zc; (2) the messages produced in the Zs rule do not participate in the Ii rule; 
and (3) Zc and Ii are not both interaction labels. If this is the case then there will be 
a Ki such that 
Computation paths that differ only by such permutations are said to be equivalent and 
equivalent paths give rise to the same interaction path. This notion of equivalence is 
spelled out in more detail in [ 161 using the concepts of rewriting logic. 
This simple observation has several useful consequences. Suppose that 10 A 11 is 
a rewrite rule. Firstly, since silent moves at an actor a neither produce messages nor 
consume any messages they may be commuted with any other rule, such as I, that they 
do not participate in, i.e. a @ InAct( Secondly, an idle transition may be commuted 
with any other transition. Thirdly, an in(a,M) may be commuted with any internal 
transition, such as I, that the incoming message does not participate in, i.e. aaA4 $ lo. 
Fourthly, an out(a, M) may be commuted with any internal transition, such as 1, except 
the transitions that the outgoing message participates in (i.e. aaM E Zl -lo). In defining 
the big-step form for computations of an actor theory we will mainly be concerned 
with grouping silent steps into groups of silent step that share a certain purpose. 
We begin with some definitions and a lemma about putting computations into a 
standard form. 
Definition (Silent moue). A silent move is a sequence of silent steps. 
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An actor a in state s silently moves to state s’, written 
Csl, 5 [s’l, 
if there are Sj, 4, such that [SHIM L [Sj+r 1 a with lj a silent rule 0 < j < n and 
s=sg, s’=s,. 
For any set of actors, A, a configuration interior, I, moves silently at A to I’ (written 
Z 5 Z’) if there are Zj, lj, aj E A such that 
with lj a silent step at aj for 0 d j < II, Z = IO, and I’ = I,,. When we write Z 5 I’ 
with A implicit, we take it to be the union of the old actors of the transitions 
{ZjIO<j<H}. 
Definition (Permanently silent). An actor LA, in a configuration K is permanently 
silent if every sequence of steps (possibly infinite) involving a (starting with a in state 
s) consists solely of silent steps. 
Thus if a has become permanently silent, then any maximal computation sequence 
involving this actor either reaches a state which has no moves or is an infinite sequence 
of silent steps. 
Definition (Macro label and step). A macro label L is simply a sequence of transition 
labels lo; . . . ; Zk. Correspondingly a macro step is a sequence of steps that are a segmemt 
of a computation. We write KO --% Kk+l if L=lo;...;& and [Ki -% Ki+l (O<idk]. 
Macro labels and steps are simply a convenient notation for grouping steps of a 
computation path. We are particularly interested in macro steps that we call big steps. 
Definition (Big step). A big step is a macro step with label of the form lo;. . . ; lk where 
Zk is a non-silent internal step with old actors A and if k > 0, then {lo,. . . lk_1) are 
silent steps at A. 
Definition (Big step form). We say a path rc is in big step form if it can be written 
using macro steps as 
x=[Ki 3 Ki+l l&N] 
where each Li is either a big step, or a singleton interaction step (i.e. idle, in(a, M) 
or out(a,M)). Furthermore we require the path to be observationally fair. That is, ig- 
noring actors who have become permanently silent, the path is fair. Thus a computation 
path x is in big-step form if it is observationally fair and 
1. Between any adjacent non-silent internal steps there are only silent steps at old 
actors of the label of the latter step. 
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2. The interaction steps between the adjacent non-silent internal steps occur before any 
of the silent steps. 
Lemma (Big step form). For every computation path TC, there is a path, 7~’ such that 
l TC’ is in big step form, 
l isem( x) = isem( and 
a if IZ is fair then n’ is observationally fair. 
Furthermore, if 71’ is a path in big step form, then there is a fair path n such that 
isem( 71) = isem( 71’). 
Proof. The idea behind the proof is simply to move silent steps (of eventually active 
actors) forward until they bump into a later silent step at the same actor, or a non-silent 
step in which they participate. This is possible by the above observation concerning 
when steps can be commuted. Let 7~ = [Ki & Ki+i 1 i E N] be a computation path. Let 
N : N + N enumerate in order the non-silent internal and interaction steps of rc (called 
the enumerated steps in the following). Thus for i EN there is mi such that 
IN(,-I)+1 IN(i- I j+m, IN(i) 
&(I--I)+1 ---) ... - G(i) --+ f&(i)+1 
are the mi steps leading from the target of (i - 1)th enumerated step (or the initial 
configuration if N(i) = 0) to the ith enumerated step (it is quite possible that mi = 0). 
Finally suppose that the segment from KN(i_i)+i to KN(i)+i is the first segment not 
in big step form (i.e. is a sequence of steps in which the last is an enumerated step, 
the first starts with the initial configuration or is the step following the preceding 
enumerated step, and those in between are silent). We show how to transform it into 
a path with the same interactions, in which this step is in big step form. 
kl, 
If KV(i) + C/(i)+1 is an interaction step then, since silent steps can be commuted 
with interaction steps we may move the interaction steps to the front of the sequence. 
If KN(i) 3 &(I)+1 is a non-silent internal step, then we move all silent steps of 
actors not participating in this step past this step, preserving their internal order. 
This is again possible by the above observation on commuting rules. Silent steps 
commute with silent steps at distinct actors, and with non-silent internal steps that 
they do not participate in. 
The result of these two steps is a path rc’ whose first i enumerated steps are in big 
step form. This process may be repeated indefinitely. Now we need to show that in 
the limit the resulting path is observationally fair if the original path was fair. This is 
easy to see by noting that the enabledness conditions on transitions are preserved by 
the transformation, and that 7~’ has exactly the transitions rc omitting the silent steps at 
actors which have become permanently silent, since these are indefinitely postponed. 
Finally suppose that 7~’ is in big step form. If 7~’ is not fair this can only be due 
to silent steps by actors which have become permanently silent. A fair path with the 
same interaction path can be obtained by interleaving silent steps of the ignored actors 
with other steps. 0 
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Definition (Big step transform, AT+). Let AT be a standard actor theory (admissible 
paths are the fair paths). Then the big step transform, AT+, of AT is obtained from 
AT by defining the admissible paths &t to be those computations of AT that are in 
big step form. 
The crucial property of the big step transformation is that it preserves interaction 
semantics. 
Theorem (Big step transform). Let AT be a standard actor theory and let K be a 
configuration of AT. Then 
Isem(K : AT)=Isem(K : AT+) 
Proof. For G assume [ E Isem(K : AT). Then [ = isem for some rc E 9 and by (big 
step form) there is rc’ E &‘t such that kern(d) = isem and hence [ E Isem(K : AT+). 
For > assume i E Isem(K : AT+ ). Then 5 = isem for some rc’ E &t and again by 
(big step form) there is z E 9 such that isem = isem( 0 
3. The kernel language 
We now introduce our kernel language, presenting first the syntax, then a set of 
simple but illustrative examples, and finally the semantics given by defining a suitable 
actor theory and mapping programs to configurations of this actor theory. 
3.1. Kernel syntax 
We assume given an infinite set of variables, X. We also assume as given a collec- 
tion of basic or atomic data, At, that includes the booleans t, f E Bool, Scheme style 
symbols, Sym, (Sym includes nil, the empty or null list), (constants denoting the el- 
ements of) the integers, Z, and actor names, A. Expressions are built from atoms and 
variables by the following operations: A-abstraction, application of primitive operations 
to sequences of expressions, conditional branching, and an actor creation construct. 
The primitive operations include operations on basic data and pairs, and kernel primi- 
tives manipulating actors, procedures, and local continuations. The data operations dOp 
contains the recognizers: boolean? for booleans, symbol? for symbols, integer? for 
integers, cons? for pairs, and actor? for actors (all of arity 1); pairing cons, car, cdr 
(arities 2, 1, 1); the equality predicate, equal?, on atomic data (arity 2); and the 
usual arithmetic operations, aOp. We consider actor addresses to be atomic data and 
consequently can tell one address from another. The functional specific primitives are 
procedure?, the recognizer for procedures (arity I), app, lambda application(arity 2), 
and clc, control abstraction (arity 1). We include app in the list of primitive opera- 
tions as a technical convenience, to make the syntax more concise. The actor primitives 
consist of an actor creation construct plus the operations: self (of arity 0), the name 
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of the executing actor; send, asynchronous send (arity 2); ready, establishing behav- 
ior for receiving(arity 1). Actor creation expressions are of the form letactor{xc := 
e,,,...xk := ek} e where the Xi are pairwise distinct variables. Executing a letactor 
expression creates a new actor entity ai for each xi executing expressions ei with xi 
bound to ai. The original executing actor then proceeds by executing e (with xi bound 
t0 a;). 
The top level syntactic construct is a kernelprogram which describes a configuration. 
For convenience, kernel programs may include a library of mutually recursive defini- 
tions. For this purpose we reserve a subset FunId of X to be used as function names. 
Definition (Kernel programs). 
kProgram =program(receptionists : Y,[A], externals : g’,[A] 
library : g’,[FunId := AX.E] 
actors : 9,[A := E] 
messages : &,[A a kM]) 
kM = At U cons(kM, kM) 
where the function identifiers in the library part and actor names in the actors part 
must be distinct, and all actor names occurring in an actor state or message contents 
must either be one of the actor names defined in the actors part or one of the names 
occurring in the externals part. Message contents are simply values built up from 
the atomic data via the pairing operation cons. Lambda abstractions and structures 
containing lambda abstractions are not allowed to be communicated in messages. 
Definition (Kernel expressions). 
aOp = arithmetic operations 
dOp = {actor?, boolean?, integer?, symbol?, cons?, equal?, cons, 
car, cdr} U aOp 
O=dOpU{procedure?,app,clc}U{self,ready,send} 
At=AUBoolUZUSym 
E = X U At U RX.E U O,(E,) U if (E, E, E) U letactor{(X := E)+}E 
In the definition of E, 0, refers to the subset of 0 consisting of the operators of ar- 
ity n. We let x, y,z range over X, a ranges over A, e ranges over E, kM ranges over 
kM. The binding constructs are letactor and 1. 3Lx.e binds the variable x in the 
expression e. letactor{. . .xi := ci.. . }e binds the xi in each of the ej, and also in 
e. Two expressions are considered equal if they are the same up to the renaming of 
bound variables. For any expression e, we write FV(e) for the set of free variables 
of e. We write e’[Z := P] to denote the expression obtained from e’ by simultaneously 
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replacing all free occurrences of X by c?, avoiding the capture of free variables in E. 
(We assume X and F have the same length.) 



















letrec{fidj=Ax.e}lSjdk ej 4 
app(e0, el) 
app(e0, el )(e2,. . . , en> 
app(lx.el, e0) 





let{z := eo}seq(el,...,e,) 
z $J FV(ei) for i<n 
mutual recursive definition 
We also use the following definitions for structuring message contents. 
list, := Lxr.Lxz.. . . Ix,cons(xl, cons(x2,. . . cons(x,,nil))) 
magMk := ~Xmid.;lXargs.~Xcust.liSt3(Xrnid,Xargs,Xc~st) 
msgMeth:= Ax.car(x) 
msgArgs := Ax.car(cdr(x)) 
msgCust := Ax.car(cdr(cdr(x))) 
3.2. Example kernel programs 
To illustrate the kernel language, and in particular the actor primitives, we give 
two versions of a bounded buffer. To contrast the two languages we also present this 
example in the user language in Section 4. The example consists of a filter actor which 
manages two bounded buffers (of size 100) (a positive buffer and a negative buffer). 
The filter actor accepts two types of messages: 
1. An item(x) message, the filter then places the contents, x, into one of the bounded 
buffers according to whether or not x satisfies a certain property, @. 
2. A get(xt,ool,x,,,t) message, the filter then forwards a corresponding get(xCUst) to 
the appropriate buffer, depending on whether or not xbool is true. 
The buffers are of interest, since they illustrate the built in features of the user language. 
To implement them in the kernel language requires some work. We provide two imple- 
mentations of the buffer. The buffer is simply a bounded queue which accepts put and 
get messages. Both versions maintain internal queues of disabled put and get messages, 
and rely on the observation that the put queue should be examined after successfully 
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responding to a get message, and the get queue after responding to a put message. The 
user language version presented in Section 4 is substantially simpler since it makes use 
of the synchronization constraints to implicitly maintain the internal message queue. 
The first version, BoundedBuf f erl, makes use of a recursive call to perform this 
queue manipulation whereas the second incorporates two additional insights concerning 
these internal queues. 
aFilter := 
&,.ilb,,&.if (equal?(msgMeth(m), item), 





if (equal?(msgMeth(m), get), 
seq( if (car(msgArgs(m)), 








ready(BoundedBuf f erl(n, q, append(qpUt, list(m)), qget)), 
Wnull?(qget), 
ready(BoundedBuf f erl(n, cons(car(msgArgs(m)), q), qput, qget )), 
BoundedBuff erl(n, cons(car(msgArgs(m), q), qput, cdr(qp,t))(car(qget)))) 
if (equal?(msgMeth(m), get), 
if(null?(q), 
ready(BoundedBuf f erl(n, q, qput, append(qp,,, list(m)))), 
seq(send(msgCust(m),msgMk(element, car(q), self ())), 
if(null?(qpUt ), 
ready(BoundedBufferl(n, cdr(q), qput, qget I), 
Bo~dedJ3ufferlh q, cdr(q), cd4qpd, qget )(c=(qput)>))) 
ready(BoundedBufferl(n,q,qput,qget)))) 
A kernel configuration using the buffer is described by following program, abbreviat- 
edby kP~. 
kPl 4 program( receptionists : af, externals : 
library : Lib, 
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actors : ay := BoundedBufferl(100,nil,nil,nil), 
a :- BoundedBuf f erl( IO&nil, nil, nil), 
a9 :I aFilter(a,,a,) 
messages :) 
The library Lib, includes the above definitions of aFilter and BoundedBufferl, as 
well as the standard list operations length, list and append. 
The second version, BoundedBufferZ, eliminates the recursive calls (not in the 
scope of a ready) by making the following two observations: 
1. If the get queue is non-empty, then the buffer queue must be empty. Consequently 
if the current message is an enabled put message, its contents can be used to reply 
to the first get query in the queue. If this procedure is adopted, then no other 
examination of the get queue is necessary. 
2. Much the same works for the put queue. If the put queue is non-empty, then the 
buffer must be at its maximum. Consequently if the current message is an enabled 
get message, then after successfully replying to this message (exactly one) put 
message from the put queue can be processed. 
This results in the following definition. 
BoundedBuffer2:= 
~n.&&&g.3. 
Am.if (equal?(msgMeth(m), put), 
if (equal?(length(q), n), 
ready(BoundedBuff er2(n,q, append(qp,,t, list(m)), qget)), 
ifWll?(qged, 
ready(BoundedBuf f er2(n, cons(car(msgArgs(m)), q), qPut, qget )), 
seq(send(msgCust(car(qset)),msgMk(element, car(msgArgs(m)), self ())), 
ready(BoundedBuffer2(n, 4, qput, cdr(qged))))) 
if (equal?(msgMeth(m), get), 
if(null?(q), 
ready(BoundedBuf f er2(n, q, qput, append(qget, list(m)))), 
seq(send(msgCust(m),msgMk(element, car(q), self())), 
if(null?(qput ), 
ready(BoundedBuf f er2(n, cdr(q), qput, qget)), 




ready(BoundedBuffer2(n, q, qput, qget )>I> 
A kernel configuration using this modified buffer is described by following program, 
abbreviatedby kP~. 
kPl P program(receptionists : af, externals : 
library : Lib2 
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The library Lib2 includes the above definitions of aFilter and BoundedBuf f er2, 
as well as the standard list operations length, list and append. 




Each output is the response to a get(Xb,,Ol,&USt) message and the Xitem sent in the 
response is such that Qi(Xitem) is true iff &,ot is true. 
There is at most one response to a get request. 
There will be a response to a get(&&XCUSt) request if the number of put items, 
Xitem, such that @(Xitem) has the value &,ol is at least the number of requests. 
actors: ay := BoundedBuf f er2( 100, nil, nil, nil), 
a,, := BoundedBuf f er2( 100, nil, nil, nil), 
af := Filter(a,,ay) 
messages :) 
3.3. The kernel language semantics 
As indicated earlier, the semantics is given by defining an actor theory, kAT. The 
only primitive sorts of kAT that remain to be defined are the set of kernel actor theory 
states, kS, and the labels. We define the states now, and postpone the labels till we 
define reduction. 
The acquaintances of a state (or message contents) are those actor names which textu- 
ally appear in the expressions involved. Renaming is simply substitution. The meaning 
of a kernel program is defined to be a configuration of kAT as follows. 
Definition QkP] Isem(k Let kP be given by 
kP A program(receptionists : p, externals :x 
library : {kjidj = Ax.&}, QiGl 
actors : {ai := ej}lGjGm 





Isem = Isem(ikP] : kAT) 
where kAT incorporates the specific library {k$u’j = Ax.~} I QjGr. For the program, and 
hence the configuration, to be well formed we require that FV(ej) C_ {kjid,, . . . , kjd,}. 
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To complete the semantics all that remains is to define the reaction rules. To do this 
we decompose each non-value expression as a reduction context filled with a redex. 
Reduction contexts identify the subexpression of an expression that is to be evaluated 
next, they correspond to the standard reduction strategy (left-first, call-by-value) of 
[ 151 and were first introduced in [9]. An expression e is either a value or it can be 
decomposed uniquely into a reduction context filled with a redex. Thus, local actor 
computation is deterministic. 
Definition (V && R). The set of values, V, the set of redexes, &,&, and the set 
of reduction contexts, R, are defined by 
V = At u cons(V, V) u 2X.E 
Erdx = (On(V”) - cons(V, V)) U if (V,E, E) U letactor{(X := E)+}E 
R={~)UOn+,+l (V”,R, E”) U if (R, E, E) 
We let R range over R. With the exception of the actor primitives letactor, send, 
and ready, reduction steps are silent - they only depend on information local to 
the executing actor and only effect the state of the executing actor. Thus we define 
a sequential reduction relation, e Lk5 e’, on expressions that lifts uniformly to de- 
fine the silent reaction rules. The decoration k[ is an abstract context introduced to 
make the dependence on local context explicit. For the purposes of the kernel lang- 
uage the only contextual piece of information we need to assume is encoded in k[ is 
the name of the actor executing the expression. We use a function self(k&J that extracts 
the name of the executing actor from kc. Thus to be concrete we could identify k[ with 
the name of an actor. In the user language more contextual information is required and 
hence in the user case such a simplification is not possible. To define the sequential 
relation, we first define the purely functional reduction relation Y L,, e which gives 
the rules for redexes that do not manipulate the reduction context. 
Definition (Functional rules: e &, e’). 
(op) op(V) -J& v if op is an arithmetic operation and op(fi) = v 
(fun ) jid(v) Lu; e[x := v] if fid := Axe E Lib 





if v E Boo1 
if v $Bool 



















f t actor?(v) -kc 
C 
if VCGA 
f if v$A 
1 t cons?(v) L, f if v E cons(V, V) if v @ cons(V, V) 
car(cons(uo, vl)) Lk, vg 
cdr(cons(vo, VI)) Lq VI 
equal?(uo, ul) & 
t if {vo, ul} C At and uo = VI 
f 
if {ug,ul} gAt or uoful 
app(A.x.e, u) A, e[x := v] 
procedure?(u) Lk: 
t if VE JX.E 
nil if u$! 1X.E 
The sequential reduction relation is then defined by lifting fimctional reduction and 
adding the rule for clc. 
Definition (Sequential steps ( Ate )). 
(rdx) R[e]l -s-+ki R[e’] if e -Al e’ 
(clc) RI[clc(v)]I --%ti app(u, Ax.R[x]) x $3 FV(R[nil]l) 
clc captures the actors local continuation, R, as a function, A_x.R[x], and applies its 
argument u to this function, in the empty reduction context (the local top level). We 
let ---%-kc be the reflexive, transitive closure of -&, . 
Now we are ready to define the reaction rules of kAT. 
Defintion (kRR). 
seq(a) : [el a + [e’l, if e 5,~ e’ where seZf(k[) =a 
send(a,vo,vl) : [R[send(uo,vl)]l. + CR[nil]ll., kEmit(uo aul) 
ready(a, kA4) : CR[ready(v)]l a , a a kM + [app(v, kA4)l a 
leta(a, a’) : [R[letactor{Z := S} e]l a + [R[e[f := Z]]l a , 
{[ei[~:=~llai}lgi~m 
if Len(Z) = Len(Z) = m and a’n acq( R[e, ?j) = 0 
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where 
~0 a 01 if us E A and vt E kM, 
0 otherwise. 
The meta-function kEmit prevents ill-formed messages from getting into the system. 
An alternative is for an actor to block if it attempts to send an ill-formed message. The 
former option is chosen for compatibility with our earlier work, but given the presence 
of recognizers, the choice is not important, the two semantics are inter-definable. The 
labels kL of the kernel actor theory are thus 
kL=seq(A)Usend(A,V,V)Uready(A,kM)Uleta(A,A*) 
where in the case of leta(a, a’) we require a @ a’. The acquaintances of a label are the 
actor names which textually appear in the expressions involved, for example 
acq(ready(a, kM)) = {LJ} U acq(kM). Renaming is simply substitution. 
The following lemma provides a case analysis for reduction in kAT. It states that, 
from a big step point of view, an actor is either permanently silent (diverge.1 - 3), or 
it is going to send a message, or create some actors, or is ready to receive a message. 
And precisely one of these cases holds. 
Lemma (k.sred). For kernel expressions, e E E, and abstract contexts, kc, exactly one 
of the following holds: 
(diverge. 1) (3~ E V)(e -%-tc u) 
(diverge.2) e -G-k, e’ e’ $ V and the redex of e’ does not reduce 
(diverge.3) e has an injinite reduction sequence consisting solely of -& steps 
(send) (3~0, ur E V, R E R) (e -kc R[send(uo, ur )]) 
(ready) (E!u f V, R E R) (e ---%-UC Riready(v)]) 
(letactor) (&EN, eiEE (ldi<n), XiEX, (IdiGnpairwise distinct), RER) 
(e &t, R[letactor{xi := ei}, Gi4nes]) 
Now we can state formally the sense in which the example kernel programs using 
different buffer behaviors are equivalent. 
Lemma (kernel BB). The equivalence of the two versions of the bounded bufSer pro- 
grams is expressed by 
ZsemQkP1]) = Zsem([kP2]). 
The two programs have the same big-step computations since they differ only in the 
sequential algorithm used by the buffers to maintain consistency. 
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4. The user language 
User language programs have the same shape as kernel language programs. However, 
there are several important differences: 
l In the user language there is no lambda abstraction and thus no functions as values 
and actor behaviors are no longer simply functions to be applied to the contents of 
a message. Instead, the functions and behaviors used in a program are defined in a 
first-order manner in the program’s library of (mutually recursive) definitions. 
l Message contents are restricted to have the form mid[t7J@c where mid is a method 
identifier, V is the list of method arguments and c is the customer, an actor name or 
nil if no customer is specified. In addition to the self primitive there is a zero-ary 
customer primitive that evaluates to the customer of the message currently being 
processed. 
l Behaviors are a simple form of object oriented class description. They specify a set 
of local state variables and a set of methods. 
l A behavior dejinition has the form 
behavior bid(p) (methodDefs). 
where bid is the behavior identifier, p is a parameter list (a possibly variable length 
list of distinct variables described below), and methodDefs is a set of method defi- 
nitions. 
l A method dejinition specifies when a method can be invoked and the result of 
invocation. It has the form 
method mid@)[disable-when e,,] e 
where mid is a method name (a symbol from Sym), p is a user parameter list, 
e, is the optional disabling condition (assumed false when not present), and e is 
the method body. We also incorporate the ability to handle arbitrary methods by 
including a default method. 
otherwise(x) disable-when e,, e 
The default method is invoked when no other method in the behavior definition 
matches the incoming message. 
l Disabling constraints (sometimes called synchronization constraints or guards) allow 
the expression of conditions under which method invocation might violate internal 
consistency or invariants. They also allow such conditions to be specified separately 
from the action to be performed when it is invoked. e, is required to be functional, 
i.e. its evaluation involves no actor primitives other than self or customer. 
l For consistency we require that a method (i.e a method identifier) should have 
a unique definition within a given behavior. The free variables of constraints and 
method bodies must be among the method parameters or the behavior parameters. 
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b A function dejinition has the form 
function jd(p)e 
where jid is a function identifier, p is a user parameter list, and e is an expression, the 
function body. The free variables of the function body must be among the function 
parameters. 
l We also generalize parameter lists (of behavior, methods and functions) to incorpo- 
rate variable length parameter lists. Thus user parameter lists come in two varieties: 
- Fixed length parameter lists: 
[%...,&I 
which are used to define abstractions of a fixed arity, in this case n. 
- Variable length parameter lists: 
[Xl,..., X,-l &&II 
which are used to define abstractions of all arities greater than or equal to their fixed 
length part, i.e. [xi,. . . , x+1], in this case R - 1. 
l In addition to behavior, method, and function definitions, a user library also allows 
for the definition of constants. A constant definition has the form 
constant cid v 
where cid is a constant identifier, and v is a user value expression. As mentioned 
above, user value expressions do not include lambda abstractions. 
l In addition to asynchronous method invocation we also include remote procedure 
calls. 
4.1. User syntax 
The user language has the same variables, basic data, actor names, and data op- 
erations as the kernel language. In addition we assume given two disjoint, countably 
infinite sets of identifiers: FunId for functions; and BehId for behaviors. Expressions 
are built from atoms and variables by the following operations: application of prim- 
itive operations to sequences of expressions, let binding, conditional branching, the 
letactor actor creation construct, and asynchronous and synchronous method invoca- 
tion. The primitive operations include operations on basic data and pairs, and following 
user primitives: self, the name of the executing actor (arity 0); customer, the cus- 
tomer of the current message (arity 0); jid, user defined operations for jid E FunId; 
and ready, specifying the behavior for the next message. An asynchronous invoca- 
tion is of the form e, a mid[g]@e,. The target of the request is the value of e, and 
the message contents has method name mid, arguments d and customer, e,. Once the 
target, arguments, and customer are evaluated, nil is returned as the value and the 
requesting actor proceeds with its computation without waiting for a reply. A syn- 
chronous invocation (also referred to as a request or remote procedure call) is of 
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the form e,. mid[F]). The target of the request is the value of e, and the message 
contents has method name mid, arguments 6. The requesting actor suspends execution 
until a reply is received. The value of the synchronous invocation is contents of the 
reply (actually it is the first member of the contents of the reply). Requests are not 
actually synchronous exchanges between the actor requesting the service and target, 
but simply a standard protocol (pattern of message passing) for making a request and 
receiving a reply. A ready expression is of the form ready(bid(er, . . . ,e,)). Execution 
of a ready expression terminates processing of the current message and looks for the 
next message enabled for the behavior bid with parameters given by the values of the 
ei. If there is no enabled message in the local message queue the actor waits for one 
to be delivered. 
Definition (User programs and libraries). 
“Program =program( receptionists : Y,[A], externals : P,[A] 
library : B,[(BehDef U FunDef)] 
actors : B,[A] := E 
messages : +&‘,[A Q UM]) 
UM = MethId[V*]@(A U {nil}) 
V = At U cons(V, V) 
where the actor names in the actors part must be distinct, and all actor names oc- 
curring in an actor state or message contents must either be one of the actor names 
defined in the actors part or one of the names occurring in the externals part. 
We let UM range over “M. Message contents consist of a method identifier (symbol), 
an argument list (a list of values), and a customer (an actor name or nil signifying 
no customer). We identify Methld with Sym and let mid range over MethId and use 
mid to stand for a symbol used as a method identifier. We let c range over AU {nil} 
and we may omit the customer part of a message if it is nil. mid[Fj@c abbrevi- 
ates the list construction msgMk(mid, V, c) defined in Section 3.1. We use the following 
meta functions: msgMeth(M) selects the method component; msgArgs(M) selects the 
arguments component; and msgCust(M) selects the customer component. Thus 
msgMeth(msgMk(mid, 17, c)) = mid, 
msgArgs(msgMk(mid, 17, c)) = V, 
msgCust(msgMk(mid, 6, c)) = c. 
The definition of the library component is given by 
BehDef = behavior BehId(X”)(MethDef*[DefaultMethDef]). 
MethDef = method MethId(X”)[ disable-when E,] E 
DefaultMethDef = otherwise(X)[ disable-when E,] E 
FunDef = function FunId( X” )E 
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where user parameter lists, X”, are defined by: 
A library is well-formed if it contains at most one definition of each Jid E FunId, 
and bid E BehId, and these definitions themselves are well-formed. We let X, 7, and p 
range over variable length lists of distinct variables. 
Definition (User Expressions). 
0 = dOp U {self, customer} U FunId 
At=AUBoolUZUSym 
E = X U At U O(E,) U ready(BehId(E,)) U 
if (E,E, E) u let{(X := E)+}E U letactor{(X := E)+}E U 
E a MethId[E*]@E U E. MethId[E*] 
We let e range over E. The binding constructs are letactor and let. let{. . .xi := 
ei . . . }e binds th e Xi in e, but not in any of the ej. In the term O(E,) we allow the 
application of jd E FunId to arbitrary sequences of expressions, but restrict the fixed 
arity expressions: dOp U {self, customer} to sequences of the appropriate length. 
4.2. Example user programs 
To illustrate the user language we show how the buffer program of Section 3 might 
be expressed in the user language. We first define the library, “Lib, of behaviors. 
behavior BoundedBuf f er(n,q)(method put(v) disable-when n <length(q), 
ready(BoundedBuf f er(n, cons(y, q))), 
method get( ) disable-when length(q) = 0, 
seq(customer() a element[car(q)]@self (), 
ready(BoundedBuf f er(n, cdr(q))))) 
behavior aFilter(b,,, by,,)(method item(x) seq(if(@(x), byes a put[x], 
b, a put [xl >, 
ready(*ilt=-@,,, byes)))), 
method get(x) seq(if (a(x), 
byes a get[ ]@customer( ), 
b,, a get[ ]@customer( )), 
ready(aFilter(b,,,b,,,))) 
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A configuration corresponding to the kernel configuration described in Section 3 is 
described by the following program, abbreviated by “P. 
up & program(receptionists : af, externals : 
library : “Lib 
actors : uy := BoundedBuf f er( lo&nil), 
a .- BoundedBuf f er( 100, nil), n .- 
af := aFilter(a,,a,) 
messages : ) 
The library, “Lib, contains the above behavior definitions of aFilter and 
BoundedBuf f er. 
In this example we are using asynchronous message passing to place items in the 
buffer. Consequently the filter actor will have absolutely no control over the actual 
order in which the items appear in the buffer. Perhaps in a more realistic version the 
filter actor would use the remote procedure primitive: 
behavior sFilter(b,,, byes) method item(x) seq(if (Q(x), byes. put[x], b,, 
* put [xl, 
ready(sFilter(b,,, byes)))) 
method get(x) seq(if(@(x), 
byes aget[ ]@customer( ), 
b,, a get[ ]@customer( )), 
ready(aFilter(b,,, byes))) 
4.3. The user language semantics 
As for the kernel language, the semantics is given by defining an actor theory “AT. 
Since libraries do not evolve we parameterize the actor theory by the library of defi- 
nitions in force, letting the library be just part of the auxiliary axioms describing the 
actor theory. Thus to give the semantics we need only define user states, ‘5, the user 
labels uL, and give “RR, relative to the given library. Messages may arrive before they 
are enabled for processing. The simple way to deal with this is to simply resend a 
message that is not enabled when it arrives. This will not provide the intended level 
of fairness because a message could be infinitely often enabled but never be processed 
because it happens to always be delivered when disabled. Thus user states include ad- 
ditional information to manage an internal mail queue that collects messages that have 
arrived when disabled and this queue is walked each time the actor is ready to process 
a new message, before additional new messages are considered. 
There are five kinds of actor states: 
l [e, c, QU] - processing a message with customer c, with current state e. The unpro- 
cessed or unchecked messages are queued in QU. 
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l [bid(E), Q,,, Qr] - traversing the queue of delivered but unprocessed messages, Q = 
QU * Qr, looking for a message that is not disabled. The current behavior is bid(C). 
The message (contents) in Qr have been checked and rejected (i.e. they are disabled). 
The messages in QU are yet to be checked. 
l [cp, e, “M, bid(C), Q,,, Qr] - checking disabling constraints of behavior bid for message 
‘M, the method body that may or may not be disabled is e. cp represents the state 
of the constraint evaluation, 
l [a’, R, c, Q] - waiting for a reply to a request. R is a reduction context - the contin- 
uation of the computation upon receipt of an answer. a’ is an actor created to serve 
as a reply address, to distinguish the reply from other arriving messages. 
l [a] - the state of an actor serving as a reply address for a request sent by a; 
where a, a’ are actor names, e is an expression (of the user language), c is a customer 
- an actor name or nil, cp is functional expression, uA4 is the contents of a user 
message, and Q is a mail queue - a sequence of messages (or more precisely their 
contents). 
A state of the form [e, c, Q] attempts to step by decomposing e into a reduction 
context and redex and reducing the redex. It is hung if the redex fails to reduce. 
A state of the form [bid(C), Qu, Qr] is hung if t7 does not match the parameter list 
of the definition of bid. Otherwise a state of the form [bid(C), [ 1, Qr] is waiting for 
delivery of a message (having already walked through its queue and found no enabled 
messages); and a state of the form [bid(C), [uhf] * Qu, Qr] steps by starting evaluation 
of the constraints associated, in the behavior definition for bid, with the method name 
of UM. A state of the form [cp, e,UM, bid(C), Qr, Qu] steps by evaluating cp one step if 
it is not a value expression. If cp is the value f, then it starts evaluation of the method 
body, e, associated with the method of ‘A4 in the behavior definition for bid. If cp is a 
value other than f then “M is considered disabled and put on the end of rejects queue, 
Qr- 
States of the last two forms occur in pairs [a’, R, c, Ql a , Cal a~ that are waiting for 
the delivery of a reply to a request by u that will arrive as a message to a’, serving 
as a unique request identifier. 
The set of user actor states, “S is defined as follows. 
Definition (” S). 
‘S=(E x (AU{nil}) xUM*) U 
(BehId x ‘M* x ‘M*) u 
(E x E x UM x BehId x UM* x “M*) 
(A x R x (AU {nil}) x “M*) U 
A 
u 
The acquaintances of states and their parts are just the actor names occurring in the 
structure and renaming is substitution as usual. 
The meaning of a user program is defined to be a configuration of “AT as follows. 
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Definition ([“Pjhw~(~P)). Let ‘P be given by 
up 4 program(receptionists : p, externals :x 
library : Lib 
then 
actors :{Uj := f?j}lQjGm 
messages : {a: a 'Mj}l <jGn) 
where 
and 
Isem = I~rn([~Pl : “AT) 
To complete the definition of “AT we must give the reaction rules. We first define 
some auxiliary meta functions and predicates to ease definition of rules concerning 
behaviors and methods: parcheck, behMatch, and methMatch. 
parcheck holds of a user parameter list p and a sequence of user values 17 iff p is 
of the fixed length variety and p and V have the same length, or p is of the variable 
length variety, and the length of V is not less than the length of the fixed length part 
of p. 
Assuming that parCheck@, V) holds, then we write e[p := I?] for the simultaneous 
substitution of the ith value in fi for the ith variable in p when p and 17 have the same 
length. When p is of the variable length variety we also substitute the final variable 
(i.e. the one appearing after the 8~) for the remaining list of values not matched by 
the fixed length part of p. In symbols: 
parCheck( [xl ,... 3c,_~,&x,],[q ,..., II,]) iff man - 1 
[e := [xl,... x,_r,&x,] := [zlr ,..., u,]] = [e := [xl := ur ,..., x,-r := u,_r,x, 
:= list,_,+r(u,, . . . , v,)]]. 
behMatch tests whether the parameters of ready expressions match those of the 
behavior definition. 
methMatch given a behavior identifier, a parameter list, and a message extracts 
two expressions: the constraint associated with the method (of the message); and the 
method body associated with the method. We extract these using cstrExp and methExp. 
cstrExp extracts the constraint associated with the method; and methExp extracts the 
method body. 
Definition (behMatch, methMatch, methExp, cstrExp). 
1. behMatch(Lib, bid, 6) holds iff behavior bid(‘p)(methodDefs) E Lib for some p, 
methodDefs uch that parCheck@, 17). 
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2. methMatch(Lib, bid, iT,mid[~T’]@c) is defined under the assumption that behMatch 
(Lib, bid, 6) holds. In particular we assume that behaviorbid(p)(methodDefs) E Lib 
for some p, methodDefs and that parCheck@, ~7) holds. We then define methA4atch 
in three mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases: 
(a) If methodmid(p’)[disable-when ed, ]e in methodDefs and pat-Check@‘, I?‘), 
then 
methMatch(Lib, bid, 5, mid[i?]@c) = [[ed := p’ := 6’][p := V], 
[[e :=p’ := $1 :=p := fi]] 
If there is no disabling constraint, then the first component is taken to be f. 
(b) If the pre-conditions of the previous case fail, and otherwise(x)[disable- 
when ed,] e in methodDefs, then 
methMatch(Lib, bid, zT,mid[ii’]@c) = [[[ed := [&.x1 := I?‘] := p := I?], 
[[e := [&xl := 17’1 :=p := U]] 
(c) If there is no disabling constraint, then the first component is taken to be f. 
If neither of the above cases hold then 
methMatch(Lib, bid, fi,mid[E’]@c) = [t, f] 
Note that in the instantiation of the disabling constraint and the method body ex- 
pressions the binding of method parameters shadows that of behavior parameters. 
As in the kernel language, to give the reaction rules, we first define the sequential 
reduction relation, e-s-$Uce’, parameterized by an abstract context, “[. In addition to the 
self function, we use a function customer(“5) to extract the customer of the current 
message. Hence in the user language the abstract context can be identified with a 
sequence of two actor names. We begin by defining the values V, reduction contexts R 
and redexes Erh of the user language, again giving the unique decomposition property 
for non-value expressions. 
Definition (V Erk R). 
V = At U cons(V, V) 
Erk = (On(V”) - cons(V,V))Uready(BehId(V”))U if(V,E,E) 
Ulet{(X := V)+}E U 
letactor{(X := E)+}E U V a MethId[V*]@V U V. MethId[V*] 
R={.}UO,+,+l(V”,R,Em)U ready(BehId(V”, R, E”)) U if (R, E, E) U 
let{(X := V, )*X := R(,X := E)*}E U R a MethId[E*]@E U V 
aMethId[V*, R, E*]@E U 
V a MethId[V* J@R u R. MethId[E*] U V . MethId[V*, R, E*] 
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We let R range over R. 
Definition ( f-t”: ). e Luc e’ differs from the relation defined in Section 3 by deleting 
the functional clauses ((lam) and (beta-v)) and the addition of the following three 
clauses: 
(cust) customer( ) A: customer(“l;) 
(let) let{.? := fi}e A: [e := X := 271 
(fun) jd(G) LU: [e := p := V] if function$d@)eELib and parCheck(p, 6) holds 
In the user language all sequential redexes are purely functional. Thus 5”~ is 
defined by 
(rdx) R[e]l AU, R[e’] if e 
f hut e’ 
We let --%-“c be the reflexive, transitive closure of 5”~. Notice that the sequential 
rules are sufficient to evaluate functional expressions, in particular we only need the 
sequential rules to check constraints. 
The labelled reaction rules for the user language are given by the following. 
Definition (“RR). 
seq(a) : Ce, c, Qul a * [e’, c, QJ a if e -f-+O,c e’
send(a) : CR[V a mid[~T]@u’], c, QJ a + [R[nil], c, QJ a , 
“Emit(v a mid[iT]@v’) 
rpc(a, ao) : [R[v. mid[Gl], c, QJ a * Cao, R, c, QJ a , Cal a0 ,
“Emit(v a mid[zT]@uo) if a0 $acq( CR[U. mid[fi]],c, &In) 
rcv(a,ao, u) : CUO, R, c, QJ a , [al ao , a~ a mid[[vl * Vl@c’ * 
[Rl[u], c, QJ a , [nil, nil, [ 11 ao 
deliver(a,“M) : [bid(G), [ 1, Ql a , a a “M + [bid(c), [“Ml, Ql a 
walk(a): CR[ready(bid(B))lj, c, QJ a~ [bid(c), Q,,, [ ]I a if behMutch(Lib, bid, ~7) 
leta(a,Z) : [R[letactor{Z := C}e], c, QJ c1 + CR[e[f := Z]], c, QJ II , 
{LIei :=f:=~l,C,[ llCZ,}l<i<k 
if Len(Z) = Len(f) = k and Zn ucq(R[letactor{X := Z}e], c, QU) = 0 
cstr(a) : [bid(c), [“Ml * QU, Qrl a + Ced, e,, “M, bid(C), Qu, Qrl a 
if methMutch(Lib, bid, 17, “AI) = [ed, e,] 
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enable(u) : Cf, e,,“M, bid(E), QU, QF1 a + [e,,msgCust(UM), QU * Qrl a 
disable(a) : Cu, e,,“M, bid(E), Qu, Qrl a + [bid(c), Qu, Qr * [‘Ml1 a if o # f 
check(a): Ceo,e,,“M,bid(v),Q,,Q~l. * Cel,e,,“M,bid(~),Q,,Q,l. 
if eO~a,msgcustphfjel 
where 
‘Emit( v a ‘M) = 
v a “A4 if v E A and msgCust(UM) E A U {nil}, 
8 
otherwise. 
As in the kernel language, the meta-function “Emit prevents ill-formed messages from 
getting into the system. The labels of UAT are 
“L = seq(A) U send(A) U rpc(A, A) U rcv(A, A,V) U deliver(A,UM) U walk(A) 
U leta(A,A*) U cstr(A) U enable(A) U disable(A) U check(A) 
where in leta(a,Z) and rpc(a,a’) a’ and the elements of a’ must be distinct and 
different from a. The set of acquaintances of a label is the union of the actor parameters 
mentioned in the label, except ucq(rcv(u,uo, v)) = {u,uo} U ucq(v) and ucq(deliver(u, 
“M)) = {a} u ucq(“A4). 
Lemma (well-formedness invariant). The following conditions are invuriunts of user 
con$igurution computation steps (assuming that behavior bid(p)(methodDefs) E Lib): 
UC. 1. if [a’, R, c, QJ a E ‘I, then [al a~ E ‘I; 
uc.2. if [bid(G), QU, Qrl a E ‘I, then purCheck(p, V) holds. 
uc.3. if Ceo,e,, M, bid(G), Q,,, Qrl a E “I, then purCheck(p, 17) holds, and if A4 = 
mid[z?,,&@c, then there is some method mid(p,)e E methodDefs and parcheck 
(p,, I?,,, ) holds. 
The following lemma is the user version of (k.sred), it provides a case analysis for 
reduction in UAT. From a big step point of view, an actor is either permanently silent 
(diverge.l3), is going to send a message, do a remote procedure call, create some 
actors, is ready to receive a message. And exactly one of these cases holds. 
Lemma (usred). For user expressions, eE E, and abstract context, “[, exactly one 
of the following holds: 
(diverge.1) (30 E V)(e --%-“c v) 
(diverge.2) e &-“c e’ e’ +! V and the redex of e’ does not reduce 
(diverge.3) e has an injinite reduction sequence consisting solely of AUc steps 
(send) (30 E V,VE V*,c E AU {nil}R E R,mid E MethId)(e --& 
R[u a mid[fi]@c]) 
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Fig. 1. User language FSM. 
@PC) (3 E V, V E V*, R E R, mid E MethId)(e --&~ R[v. mid[fi]]) 
(ready) (3~7~ V*, R E R, bid E MethId)(e --%-.~ R[ready(bid(C))]l)) 
(letactor) (In E N, ei E E ( 1 d i d n),xi E X ( 1 < i d n pairwise distinct), R E R) 
(e --%-tic R[letactor{xi := ei}IGiGneOg) 
Finally we may relate the behavior of the user version of the bounded buffer with 
the two kernel versions given in Section 3. 
Lemma (user kernel BB). The equivalence of the kernel and user versions of the 
bounded buffer is expressed by 
Zsem([kPIB) VM = Zsem([kP2j) YM = Zsem([‘P]). 
We can represent the user language reduction system as a parameterized finite state 
machine. The parameterized finite state machine is represented diagrammatically in 
Fig. 1. The states and transitions are defined below. 








[bid(c), [ I, Qrl a 
[bid(F), [“Ml * Qu, QrI a 
kd, e,, bid(O Qu, Qrl a 
Ce, c, Qu I a 
Cal,R,c,Qula, Cd., 
Definition (User semantics FSM transitions). 
State 1 + State 2: requires the delivery of a a a UM. 
State 2 + State 3: requires no side conditions, other than that ed and e,,, are the 
appropriate disabling constraint and method body, respectively. 
State 3 -+ State 3: requires only that the constraint checking does not terminate yet. 
State 3 + State 4: requires that the constraint checking terminates and that the mes- 
sage is enabled. 
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State 3 + State 2: requires that the constraint checking terminates, the message is 
disabled, and that the remaining unchecked messages is not empty, QU # [ 1. 
State 3 4 State 1: requires that the constraint checking terminates, the message is 
disabled, and that the remaining unchecked messages is empty, Q,, = [ 1. 
State 4 --+ State 4: requires that computation continues, but does not execute either a 
ready or request expression. 
State 4 + State 4’: requires the execution of a request expression. This creates an 
auxiliary actor to handle the request reply. 
State 4’ + State 4: requires delivery of a message to the auxiliary reply actor. 
State 4 + State 1: requires that a ready expression is executed and that the remain- 
ing unchecked messages is empty, QU = [ 1. 
State 4 -+ State 2: requires that a ready expression is executed and that the remain- 
ing unchecked messages is not empty, QU # [ 1. 
Lemma (user fsm). The actors is a user conjiguration have states corresponding to 
one of the user F&l4 states and steps involving these actors are FSM transitions. 
5. A semantics preserving user to kernel translation 
In this section we define a translation, u2k : u2’ + kT and show that this translation 
preserves interaction semantics. We do this in three stages. We first describe and define 
the translation formally. We then give a formal statement of the correctness of u2k 
together with an outline of the proof the correctness in sufficient detail for the reader 
to understand its structure. Finally we fill in some of the details in the proof outline. 
5.1. The translation ti2k on syntactic entities 
u2k is a family of maps, one for each syntactic category. The members of the family 
are distinguished by context of application rather than by name. Programs are translated 
by translating the library, actors, and messages parts. A library is translated by translat- 
ing the constant, function and behavior definitions, producing a kernel language library. 
A user actor description is translated into a closely coupled pair of actors consisting 
of a mail-queue actor and a behavior actor. The mail-queue actor accepts messages, 
manages the internal mail queue, and interacts with the behavior actor according to a 
fixed uniform protocol. The behavior actor embodies the actual behavior of the user 
actor and is known only to the mail-queue actor and any auxiliary remote procedure 
call actor created for doing remote procedure calls. The behavior of the behavior actor 
is obtained by translating the expression part assuming it executes in a local context 
in which the current message has no customer and the mail-queue actor is initialized 
with an empty mail queue. The behavior of the mail-queue actor is independent of the 
behavior of the user actor, it simply requires the address of the behavior actor it is 
fronting for. A message is translated by treating the user message syntax as syntactic 
sugar in the kernel language, as explained in Section 3.1. 
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The core of the translation is its action on expressions. Expressions are translated 
in the context of a user library. In order to leave this dependence implicit, we adopt 
a standard convention about converting user constant, function and behavior identifiers 
into variables and assume sufficient renaming has been done to avoid conflicts. These 
translate to kernel function identifiers. We write kcid, k$d, and kbid for the translation 
of cid, jid, and bid, respectively. The translation u2k(e) of a user expression is a 
lambda term of the form ;Ic.Aq.e which when applied to a customer, c, and a mail- 
queue actor, q, reduces to a kernel expression that corresponds to the user expression 
executing in a local context where the current message has customer c and the internal 
mail queue corresponds to that held by the mail-queue actor q. We use the following 
abbreviation 
u2k*(e, c, q) L app(u2Weh c,q) 
in defining the translation. 
The translation of the expression forms that are common to the two languages as 
well as customer and asynchronous send are straightforward. It amounts to passing the 
customer and mail-queue parameters to the translated subexpressions. The translation 
of synchronous invocations (requests) and ready are where care is needed. In the user 
language, the transition that delivers the reply to a request involves two actors, the 
actor requesting the reply and the actor created to serve as the reply address, as well 
as the reply message. Kernel actor transitions involve at most one actor. The three- 
body interaction is replaced by a delivery to the reply address followed by a forwarding 
and delivery to the requesting behavior actor. This works because the address of the 
behavior actor is known only to its mail-queue actor and the currently active reply actor. 
Furthermore, while waiting for a request reply, there are no undelivered messages for 
the behavior actor, and there will be none, until the reply a tar sends one. 
The translation of a ready expression must initiate the queue walking protocol 
between the behavior actor and its mail-queue to walk the message queue, checking 
the disabling constraints for the method of each message. If an enabled message is 
found, then the translated method body is executed. 
We begin by defining the mapping on programs, and work our way down to expres- 
sions. 
5.1.1. u2k on programs 
Programs are translated as follows: 
u2k(program(receptionists :p externals :x 
library : “Lib 
actors : {ai := ei}lGiGk 
messages : {a; a Mj}16jg,)) 
program(receptionists:p externals:X 
library : u2k(ULib) 
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actors : {uj := qwaiting(a*,nil,nil)},~i~~ 
{L$ := u2k*(ei,nil,ai)}l~i~k 
messages :{a~aMj}lQiGn) 
where a* are fresh, pairwise distinct actor names 1 <i<k 
Note that u2k is the identity on M, since as described in Section 3.1 we use the 
following definitions for structuring message contents in the kernel language 
list, := Lri.1xz.. . . Ax,cons(xi, cons(xz,. . . cons(x,,nil))) 
magMk := ~X,id.~X,gs.~X,“,t.liSt3(x~id,x~~~~,x~~~~) 
msgMeth := Ax.car(x) 
msgArgs := ix.car(cdr(x)) 
msgCust := Ax.car(cdr(cdr(x))) 
In the user language, as described in Section 4, we assume that mid[z?]@c abbreviates 
the list construction msgMk(mid, V, c). 
5.1.2. u2k on library dejnitions 
The translation on library definition is pointwise: 
u2k([D1.. .D,]) h [u2k(D1),. . . ,%?k(D,)] 
where each Di is a constant, function or behavior definition. 
Since user values are also kernel values, constants translate to thunks which when 
applied to anything return the value: 
u2k(constant cid u) A kcid := Ac.lq.Ax.u 
They are translated to thunks simply because kernel libraries are restricted to function 
definitions. The translation of a user definition of jd yields a kernel definition of the 
associated function identifier kjd. The translation of behavior definitions is a little more 
complex. The translation of functions and behaviors must account for several differences 
between the user and kernel language. User functions, behaviors and methods have user 
parameter lists. The translated operations will be applied to a list of arguments and 
must check if the number of arguments is correct and then bind these to the individ- 
ual parameters. For this purpose, we define a family of abbreviations: parCheck[p] 
determines whether a list of values is of the appropriate length, while parBind[p,v,e] 
binds the elements of p to appropriate values determined by v in the expression e. 
length, listtail, and listref, are kernel procedures that compute the correspond- 
ingly named functions on lists a la Scheme. length computes the length of a list with 
the empty list having length 0. listtail(u, i) returns the sublist of o obtained by 
omitting the first i elements, thus if o is a list then listtail(v,O) = v. listref(u, i) 
returns the ith entry of the list v, with the first element being the 0th entry. 
parCheck[p] A 
Ay.equal?(length( y), n) if p = [xl,. . .,x,1 
Ay.length(y) > n ifp=[xi ,...,%&&I+11 
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let{Xi := listref(v,i)},,iG,e ifp=[xi,...,xJ 
parBind[p, V, e] A let{xj := listref (u, i), 
x .- listtail(u,n)},G,bn_le if p=[xi,...,x,_i &xJ n *- 
Note that the definition of parBind[p, 0, e] assumes that v and p have the same length. 
The translation of a function definition is given by: 
u2k(function jd(p)e) p k$d := lc.h.iy.if (parCheck[p](y), 
parBind@, Y, u2k*(e, c, q)l, 
had 
where hang is some functional redex that fails to reduce, for example app(ni1, nil), 
thus hanging the computation if the arguments do not match the parameters. 
The translation of a behavior definition is: 
&&behavior bid(p)(methodDefi)) k 
kbid := Aq.ly.if (parCheck[p](y), 
seq(send(q, WALK[ ]@self ( )), 
ready(Wait4Q(&‘k(me&hodDefs,p),q,y))), 
nil). 
Note that once the instantiated parameters have been determined to be syntactically 
correct, the behavior actor notifies its mail-queue actor that it has become ready for a 
new message. This aspect of the translation is part of the behavior actor mail-queue 
actor protocol which we will treat in detail shortly. 
The addition of methods involves the translation of method definitions. 
u2k(methodDefs) is a data-structure that encodes the appropriate responses to the ap- 
propriate methods. In particular it is an alist (a Lisp style association list) that pairs 
method identifiers with the translated methods. The translation of each method, includ- 
ing the default method, consists of a triple (a list of length three). The first element 
of the triple is a predicate that determines whether or not a list of arguments matches 
the user parameter list of the method. The second element of the triple is a function 
that corresponds to the disabling constraint of the method, while the third element is 
the functional embodiment of the method body. We call these triples method entries 
and use the following abstract syntax to make their manipulation more readable: 
methEntryMk := ~xarity.;1xcstr.~xbo~~.liSt3(XarityrXcstr~~~) 
methEntryArity := Ax.car(x) 
methEntryCstr := kx.car(cdr(x)) 
methEntryBody := Ax.car(cdr(cdr(x))) 
Similarly to make the manipulation of the alist legible, we use: 
methId := Ax.car(x) 
methEntry := Ax.cdr(x) 
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Let methodDefY be 
{method midi disable-when ey, ey, OtherWiSe(Xbid) 
disable-when ed, em I1<i<mbjd} 
(ef and ed are taken to be f if no disabling constraint is present). Then the alist that 
associates each method identifier with its method entry is: 
u2k(methodDefs,p) 4 
list,,,+1 (cons(midl, tik(p,method midI disable-when ef,er)) 
cons(midi,z&'k(p,method mid&i) disablewhen ef,ey)) 
cons(mid,,,,u2k(p,method midmbid(pmbid) 
disable-when ei,,,e&.)) 
cons(ni1, u2k(p, OtherWiSe(Xbid)disable-when ed,em))) 
The method entries are defined to be the translation of the corresponding method: 
u2k(p,method midi disable-when ef,ey)a 
methEntryMk(Ay.parCheck[pi](y), 
~y.~m.let{c:=msgCust(m),u:=msgArgs(m)} 
parBind[p,y,parBind[pi,u, zL’k*(ey,c, nil)]], 
~y.im.let{c:=msgCust(m),u:=msgArgs(m)} 
parBind[p,y,parBind[pi,u,u2k*(eim, c q)ll) 
and 





parBind[p, Y,ParBind[[&xbidl, u, dk*(em, c,q)ll) 
The main function for manipulating these data structures is the lookup procedure 
MethodMatch. This procedure attempts to find the triple associated with a method 
identifier and a list of values. For an entry to match, the identifier must be the same, 
and the list of values must be of the appropriate length. To determine if the latter is 
the case the first function in the triple is used. If a match is found then the associated 
triple is returned. Otherwise the default triple is used. 
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MethodMatch := 
LAD, mid, u.if(null?(MD), 
nil, 






The following lemma states that MethodMatch works in the same way as the meta 
function methMatch. 
Lemma (MethodMatch). If behaviorbid(p)(methodDefs) E Lib, parCheck@, V), uM 
= mid[d]@c, and MD = u2k(methodDefs,p), then methMatch(Lib, bid, ~7, “AI) = ed, e, 
zr MethodMatch(MD, mid, 5’) silently reduces to methEntryMk(A, C, B) where app(C, 
i?,UM) is the same as z.&?k*(ed,c,nil) and app(B,d,“M,q) is the same as u2k*(e,, 
c,q) (up to silent reductions). 
In translating the behavior of a user actor, we replace each user actor by a pair 
of actors: the mail-queue actor and the real behavior, so to speak. The mail-queue 
actor is the actor that may be known by other actors in the system or externally. The 
only actors that know the behavior actor are the mail-queue actor and any auxiliary 
remote procedure call actor created for doing remote procedure calls, A behavior actor 
only directly receives messages from: its mail-queue actor in answer to a request; an 
auxiliary remote procedure call actor serving as one-time receptionist for an remote 
procedure call reply. 
The behavior actor. We begin by describing the simpler of the two, the behavior 
actor. The behavior actor is either: 
l in state Wait4q waiting for a message from its mail-queue actor to check whether it 
is disabled or not. If it receives a message, it checks to see whether it is enabled or 
not. If it is disabled, it merely requests another message from its mail-queue actor, 
and returns to the Wait4q state. If the message is enabled, it reports this fact to 
the mail-queue actor and then waits for an acknowledgement before processing the 
body, it waits for acknowledgement in the OK? state. When an acknowledgement is 
received it then executes the (translation of) the body of the method associated with 
the enabled message. This of course is the third component of the method entry. 
l in state OK? having just reported that a message is enabled and is waiting for an 
acknowledgement from the mail-queue behavior. 
WaitBtJ(MD,q, y) := 
;Im.let{z := MethodMatch(MD,msgMeth(m),msgArgs(m))} 
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let{C := methEntryCstr(z),B := methEntryBody(z)} 
if(C(y, m), 
seq(send(q, NEXT[ ]@self ( )), 
roady(Wait4Q(MD, q, v))), 
seq(send(q, ENABLED[ ]@self ( )), 
ready(QK?(l( ).B(.% m,q))))) 
OK? := ~.~m.if(equal?(msgMeth(m), OK),& ),nil) 
The mail-queue actor. A mail-queue actor is in one of three states Qidle, Qwaiting, 
or Qwalking. These state are described as follows. 
In a Qidle state it has a single queue consisting of the collection of currently dis- 
abled messages. Consequently no action can be taken until another possibly enabled 
message arrives. In this state the mail-queue actor will not receive an unsolicited mes- 
sage from its associated behavior actor. In this state it is simply waiting for an external 
message to forward to the behavior actor. 
In a Qwaiting state it has forwarded a message to the behavior actor and received a 
reply to the effect that the message is enabled. It is thus waiting for the behavior actor 
to complete its processing of this message. Once done, the behavior actor will signal 
its completion by requesting new messages. The mail-queue actor in the Qwaiting 
state has two queues, the to-be-checked queue and the pending queue. 
In a Qwalking state, the mail-queue actor has three queues-rejected, to-be-checked, 
and pending plus the current message. The current message has been forwarded to 
the behavior actor. The rejected queue consists of those messages already sent (in this 
walking period) to the behavior actor and rejected. The to-be-checked are messages 
that are still to be processed. The pending messages are those that have arrived since 
this walking period began. We use infix * as a list appending operation, and [m] to 
represent the singleton list containing m. 
To represent these states the following definitions are added to the kernel library of 
each translated user program. 
Qidle(b,qreject) := ;Im.seq(send(b,m),ready(Qwalking(b,nil,m,q,,j,,t,nil))) 
Qwait in&b, qunchecked, qpending > := 
Im.if(not(equal?(msgCust(m), b)), 
ready(Qwaiting(b, qunchecked, qpending * [ml)> 




let{m := caJ$qpending), P4 := Cdr(qpending)) 
seq(send(b,m), 
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ready(qwalking(b,nil, m, nil, pq)))) 




Qwalking(b, qunchecked, m, &eject, qpending) := 
Im.if(not(equal?(msgCust(m),b)), 




readyU?idle@, qreject * [%I)), 
let {m := Car(qpending), PI := Cdr(qpending)) 
seq(send(b, m), 
ready(Qwalking(h nil, m, &eject * [%I, Pq)))) 
let {m := C=(&nchecked), 4 := Cd&nchecked)} 
seq(send(b, m), 
ready(Qwalking(b, 4, m, &eject * [%I, qpending )))) 
if(equal?(msgMeth(m),ENABLED), 
seq(send(b,OK[]@self()), 
ready(Qwaiting(b, qunchecked * &eject9 qpending))), 
nil>)> 
5.1.3. u2k on expressions 
The translation of expressions is now quite straightforward, given the preceding 
picture. 
u2k(cid) 4 Ac.Aq.kcid(c,q,nil) if cid E Con&Id 
u2k(e) A ic.,Iq.e if e E X U At 
u2k(op(el,. . . ,e,)) 4 hAq.op(u2k*(el,c,q) ,..., u2k*(e,,c,q)) for opEdOp 
tik(customer( )) 4 Ac.Aq.c 
u2k(self( )) 4 Ac.lq.q 
u2k(fid(el,. . . ,e,)) A ilc.lq.app(k$d,c,q,list,(u2k*(el,c,q), . . . u2k*(e,,c,q))) 
u2k(if(eo,el,ez)) 4 hz.Aq.if(u2k*(eo,c,q),u2k*(el,c,q),u2k*(ez,c,q)) 
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242k(let{xi I= Ci}tQiGn C) A IC.ig.let{Xi I= u2k*(ei,C,q)}14i~nu2k*(e,C,q) 
U2k(letactor{Ui := Ci}tdiGn e) A ~C.~q.letactor{~i := ready(lJidle(a~,nil)), 
ai* := U2k*(Ci,C,Ui)}tQiGn 
u2k*(C, C, 4) 
for al pairwise distinct and fresh 1~ i < n 
&?k(ready(bid(er , . . . ,e,))) A ilC.lq.lOt{Xi := Z42k*(Ci,C,q)}tQiGn 
let{y := list,(xl,. . . ,xn)} 
clc(lf.app(kbid, 4, y)) 
clc is used to discard any enclosing reduction context 
u2k(eO a mid[el,. . . , e,]@e,+l> 4i h+.let{Xi := u2k*(%C,4)}0QiGn+l 
send(xa, msgMk(mid, list,(xt, . . . ,xn), 
&2+1)) 
zL%(eo . mid[el, . . . , e,]) A 
;IC.lq.let{Xi := Z42k*(f?i,C,q)}06iQn 
letactor{a,, := ready(RpcAux(self ( )))} 
seq(send(xa,msgMk(mid, list,(xr,. . . ,x,), uaux)), 
clc(nk.ready(RpcWait(k)))) 
where the following definitions are also added to the generated kernel library of any 
program translation 
RpcAux := ~x,.ilm.send(x,,msgMk(nil,list~(car(msgArgs(m))),x,) 
RpcWait := ilk.lm.app(k, car(msgArgs(m))) 
5.1.4. Analysis of the u2k Mail-queue actor& behavior actor protocol 
To help in understanding the translation, we establish two lemmas about configura- 
tions that arise in kernel computations starting from the translation of a user program 
(assuming input is restricted to user messages). The first states that the internal actors 
in a configuration are partitioned into groups associated with the actors coming from the 
user configuration. The second states the invariant obeyed by the local configurations 
of these groups. 
Lemma (kernel groups). In any path in kAT whose initial conjigurution is the truns- 
lution of a user program in which only user messages are input, the cor$gurutions 
satisfy the following: 
1. the actors in the configuration can be partitioned into three (disjoint) sets: Queue 
the mail-queue actors; Beh the behavior actors, and Aux the auxiliary actors; 
2. there is a bijection B : Queue -+ Beh that pairs the mail-queue actors with their 
companion behavior actor; 
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there is a surjection beh : Aux -+ Beh that assigns to each auxiliary actor, the 
behavior actor it is associated with. There is at most one active auxiliary per 
behavior actor, i.e. with state that is not nil (module silent moves). For any b 
in Beh we call {b} U B-l(b) U behh’(b) the group associated with b, and denote 
it by G(b); 
only actors in Queue U Aux can be receptionists or even acquaintances of other 
actors in the conjiguration other than those in the actor’s group. Thus any mes- 
sages to an actor in Beh must come from an actor in its group - its mail-queue 
actor or one of its auxiliaries. Messages to the mail-queue actor from within the 
group have the behavior actor as customer. Auxiliary actors are not sent messages 
by group members. 
We can describe the configuration and transitions local to the group associated to 
a behavior actor by a parametrized finite state machine. This captures both the steps 
corresponding to actual computation on the user side and the protocol for interactions 
between the mail-queue actor and the behavior actor. In what follows the mail-queue 
actor is named a and its corresponding behavior actor is called B(a). The method 
definition data-structure associated with the current behavior is MD. The parameterized 
finite state machine is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 2. 
Definition (Group protocol states). 
Protocol Mail-queue actor Behavior actor Internal 
state state state messages 
(State 1) Qidle(B(a), Q) Wait4Q(MD, a, y) 
(State 2) Qwalking(B(a), Q,,, m,, Qr, Qp) WaitJQWAa, Y) B(a) a mc 
(State 3) Qwalking(B(a), QU, m,, Qr, Q,) constraint checking 
(State 4) Qwalking(B(a), QU, m,, Qr, Q,) Wait4Q(MD, a, y) a a NEXT[ ]@B(a) 
(State 5) Qwalking(B(a), Qu, mc, Qr, Q,> OK?(b) a a ENABLED[ ]@B(a) 
(State 6) Qwaiting(B(a), QU, Q,) OK?(b) B(a)aOK[ I@a 
(State 7) Qwaiting(B(a), QU, Q,) computing reply 
(State 7’) Qwaiting(B(a), QU, Q,) RpcWait(k), 
RpcAux(B(a)) 
(State 8) Qwaiting(B(a),Q,,,Qp) Wait4Q(MD, a,y) a aWALK[ ]@(a) 
Definition (Mail-queue & behavior actor protocol transitions). 
State 1 -+ State 2: 
State 2 + State 3: 
State 3 + State 3: 
State 3 + State 4: 
sage is disabled. 
requires that an external message a a m, is delivered. 
requires no side conditions. 
assumes that the constraint checking continues. 
assumes that the constraint checking terminates, and that the mes- 
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Fig. 2. u2k Protocol FSM. 
State 3 -+ State 5: assumes that the constraint checking terminates, and that the mes- 
sage is enabled. 
State 4 + State 1: requires that there are no more unchecked or pending messages, 
i.e. QU = QP = nil. 
State 4 + State 2: requires that there is either are unchecked messages (and the top 
unchecked message is then checked), or else QU = nil and there are pending mes- 
sages, and the top one is then checked. 
State 5 + State 6: requires no side conditions. 
State 6 --+ State 7: requires no side conditions. 
State 7 + State 7: requires that computation proceeds without executing either a 
ready or request expression. 
State 7 -+ State 7’: requires that the behavior actor executes a request expression. 
This creates an auxiliary mail-queue actor with state RpcAux(B(a)). 
State 7’ + State 7: requires that the auxiliary mail-queue actor receives a reply from 
the external actor. 
State 7 + State 8: requires that the behavior actor executes a ready expression. 
State 8 + State 1: requires that there are no more unchecked or pending messages, 
i.e. QU = QP = nil. 
State 8 + State 2: requires that there is either are unchecked messages (and the top 
unchecked message is then checked), or else QU = nil and there are pending mes- 
sages, and the top one is then checked. 
Lemma (kernel fsm). The actors and internal messages (with target or customer a 
behavior actor) associated to a give behavior actor have combined states correspond- 
ing to one of the u2k protocol FSM states and steps involving these actors are FSM 
transitions. 
5.2. Sketch of the correctness of u2k 
In the previous sections we have given the syntax and semantics (as actor theories) 
of ‘2 and kS?, and we have defined a translation, u2k from the user language, ‘9, 
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to the kernel language, kP’ Now we want to prove that this translation preserves the . 
semantics: 
Theorem (u2k). 
Isem = Zsem(u2k(“P)) YM 
where ‘P is a user language program, ‘AT is the user actor theory, kAT is the kernel 
actor theory, Zsem maps programs to their interaction semantics in the appropriate 
actor theory, and VM restricts the kernel interactions to user language messages. 
More generally we extend u2k to conjigurations and show that 
(u2k.l) Zsem(UK :“AT) = Zsem(u2k( “K) : kAT) VM. 
and 
(u2k.2) I[u2k(UP)] = u2k(iUP]). 
To extend u2k to configurations, we extend u2k to all the semantic entities that 
configurations are built up from. Then (u2k.2) is a direct calculation from these defini- 
tions. The (u2k.l.) equivalence is established by a series of actor theory transformations 
that preserve the interaction semantics. This series of transformations yield a pair of 
isomorphic actor theories. In the remainder of this section we give an overview of the 
transformations and state the lemmas leading to the correctness result. 
Defintion (AT0 > ATt). We use the notation ATo >> ATI to mean that actor theory 
AT0 transforms to AT1 in a semantics preserving manner: Zsem(K : ATo) = Zsem(K : AT, ) 
for relevant K. 
User transform 1: On the user side we simply move to the big step semantics. “ATT is 
the big step transform of “AT, consequently this equivalence follows from the lemma 
(big step form) of Section 2.5. 
Lemma (user transorm.1.). UAT >” ATt . 
Kernel transform 1: The first transformation on the kernel side is to restrict attention 
to configurations in the image of u2k. We call the result kAT,. The equivalence for 
this step 
Zsem([u2k(‘P)] : kAT)[M = Zsem(l[u2k(“P)] : kAT,) 
follows from the lemma (cfig.restr) of Section 2.5 
Definition (kATI). kAT, = (kAT PM [u2k(K : ‘AT+). 
Lemma (kernel transform.1). kAT >k AT,. 
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Kernel transform 2: In the second transformation on the kernel side we restrict 
attention to paths in which messages are delivered to the mail-queue actors only when 
they are in the Qidle state. At the same time we relax the fairness constraint so that a 
message may be delayed forever if the behavior actor becomes permanently silent. The 
resulting actor theory is called k,4r,. The lemmas (kernel groups) and (kernel fsm) of 
Section 5 hold for kATd and furthermore mail-queue actor pending queues are always 
empty and can be ignored. Thus the computations correspond closely to the user level 
computations where messages are only delivered when the unchecked queue becomes 
empty. 
Lemma (kernel transform.2). kAr, >> ATd. 
Kernel transform 3: To make the correspondence between user and kernel computa- 
tions (for a given user configuration and its translation) easy to see, we make one final 
transformation. This transformation is a generalization of the transformation to big step 
form where communication steps local to a group (messages from the behavior actor 
to its mail-queue and from the mail-queue and auxiliaries to the behavior actor) are 
also considered silent. 
Lemma (kernel transform.3.). kATd Bk AT, 
Final step. The final step of the proof is to show that the transformed user and 
kernel theories agree on user configurations and their translations. 
Lemma (final step). Isem(“K : “ATT) = Isem(u2k(UK) : kATg) 
This is proved by establishing the correspondence between admissible computations 
of the two theories. 
5.3. Details of the correctness of u2k 
We first define the extension of u2k and prove the lemma (u2k.2). Then we fill 
in missing details for the actor theory transformations. Then we establish the final 
correspondence by making a careful analysis of the user and kernel computations. 
5.3.1. The translation u2k on semantic entities 
To establish correctness of the user-kernel translation, we extend u2k to actor theory 
configurations and show that this mapping preserves interaction semantics. The trans- 
lation of a user actor, a, requires an additional actor, B(a), the behavior actor. For 
this reason the translation on interiors takes an additional argument B which is a finite 
bijection between actor names. It is implicitly assumed that the domain and range of B 
are disjoint, and the names of the user actors occurring in the conf$guration lie in the 
domain of B, and the external actors of the configuration are disjoint from the range 
of B. 
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Definition (u2k on Conjigurations, Interiors, Message Queues, & Messages). 
ConJigurations: u2k( (( ‘1 r) g (( u2k(B, “I) r 
Interiors: u2k(B,0) 4 0 u2k(B, ‘lo , “II ) L+ u2k(B, uZo) , uZk(B, ‘I1 ) 
Messages: u2k(B, a a uh4) 2 a a “A4 
Message queues: u2k([ 1) 4 nil u2k( [UM] * Q) 4 cons(W, u2k(Q)) 
Definition (u2k on States). The translation on states also requires the extra para- 
meter, B. 
u2k(B, Ce,c, Qla> A 
Cready(qwaiting(B(a), ~2k(Q), nil>)1 a , Cdk*(e, c,a)lg(a) 
u2W.4 [bid(C), [ 1, Qrl .) A 
[ready(qidle(B(a), u2k(Qr)))l D , Ckbid(a, list(F))1 B(a) 
dk(B, [bid(C), [“Ml * Ql, Qrl .) 4 
Cready(qwalking(B(a), u2k(Ql),‘M, u2k(Qr)))l a , 
B(a) a “A4 , Lkbid(a, list(F))] B(O) 
dk(4 Cq, e, “M, W@, QL Qrl .) 4 
Cready(qwalking(B(a), dk( Ql),“M, u2k( Qr>>>l a , B(a) a “A4 , 
Ckbid(a, list(g))] ~~~~ 
dk(B,(Ca’,R,c,Ql., [al.))) 4 
Cready(t?waiting(B(a), u2k(Q),nil))l a , [ready(RpcWait(k))l B(a) , 
Cready(RpcAux(B(a)))I (I’ 
where k = J..x.u2k*(R[x], c, a) 
The final clause above relies on the first clause (uc.1) of (well-formedness invariant) 
of user configuration computation steps, found in Section 4. The following lemma says 
that the user-to-kernel translation commutes with the meaning function on programs. 
This formalizes the commuting diagram of Section 1. 
Lemma (u2k.2). For any user program, “P, l[u2k(“P)l= u2k([“P]) 
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Proof. Let UP 
up A 
then 
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be given by 
program( receptionists : p, externals :x 
library : Lib 
actors : {Uj := f?j}lsj4m 
messages : {UJ 4 “Mj}l 4jGn) 
[‘P] = (( ‘1 x where ‘Z={ Cej,niLnill~j.)~djbm9 {QJ a”~j)~q~,. 
So by the above definition 
W[“P]) = (( ~Z@,“Z) x 
where 
u~~(B,~Z) = { [Qwaiting(B(aj),nil,nil)l,,. , Cu2k*(ej,nil,Uj)lB(,)},.j., f 
{ai a “Mj)l Qj<n- 
On the other hand 
[242k(“P)j = [program(receptionists : p externals :x 
library : u2k(“Lib) 
actors : {Ui := Qwaiting(B(Ui),nil,nil)}tGiGm 
{B(Ui) := zd2k*(ei,nil, ui)}l gigm 






kZ = {[C@aiting(B(uj),nil,nil)],, , [u2k*(ej,nil,Uj)18(,j}I~j~m, 
{u; a”Mj~~~~jgn q 
5.3.2. Second kernel transform 2 
Definition (kATd). kATd is the extended actor theory obtained from kAT, by defining 
the admissible path set k&’ to be: 
k~ = { deluy( 7-c) 1 n E 9 : kA T,} 
where delay(x) is defined for x E k T : kAT, as follows. First let D(x) = {[i,j] EN x (N 
u {ca})} such that x(i)=kKi L kKi+l where Ii is the delivery of an external mes- 
sage to a non-Qidle mail-queue actor, and x(j) is similar with Lj being the transition 
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moving the message delivered at stage i from the pending queue of the mail-queue 
actor to the unchecked queue (or there is no such transition, in which case j = co). 
Thus j corresponds to a transition either of the form State 4 + State 2 where there 
are no unchecked messages, or State 4 + State 2 again where there are no unchecked 
messages in the parameterized finite state machine of figure 2. In either case the mes- 
sage delivered at stage i must be on the top of the pending queue immediately prior 
to the jth transition. delay(n) is obtained from rr by omitting the transitions Ii for 
[i,j] E D(n), leaving the message packet in the undelivered pool until the jth step. 
The jth transition now will be to the Qidle state (either of the State 4 -+ State 1 
or State 8 4 State 1 variety) since all prior pending messages are now undelivered. 
The delivery of the message is now inserted immediately after the jth transition (a 
State 1 + State 2 transition). 
Lemma (kernel transform.2). k,4 T, >>kA Td. 
Proof. The is easy to see, since the delay operation does not move or modify any 
interactions. q 
Lemma (kATd invariance). (kernel group) and (kernel fsm) holds for kATd and the 
pending queues of mail-queue actors are always nil and hence can be ignored. 
5.3.3. Third kernel transform 3 
The final kernel theory transformation is a generalized big step transformation, treat- 
ing communications local to a group as silent. 
Definition (kATg). The actor theory kAT, has the same actors, messages, states and 





express as sequences of macro steps of the form IO or Local; Ef where 
IO is an interaction step - input, output, or idle 
Local is a sequence of local steps - silent, or sends/delivers of messages internal 
to a group associated to a single behavior actor. 
Eff is one of the following: 
(a) a translated letactor - creating mail-queue/behavior pairs; 
(b) a translated asynchronous user message send - a single kernel send; 
(c) a translated remote procedure call - a single letactor followed by send; 
(d) delivery to an idle mail-queue actor of a message from outside the group, 
followed by the forwarding of the message to the behavior actor; 
(e) delivery to an auxiliary actor of a message from outside the group, followed 
by forwarding to and receipt of the message by the behavior actor. 
Each such path is observationally fair: 
- all messages to external actors are output; 
_ if an auxiliary actor is enabled for delivery, and there is a message to be delivered, 
then some message is delivered; 
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- if the group associated with b E Beh is enabled then it will progress; 
- if a group is enabled for delivery to the mail-queue actor infinitely often, then all 
pending messages to that actor get delivered. 
A group G(b) is enabled if there is a sequence of local steps leading to an effect step 
and the effect is not delivery, or there is an available message. Progress means that 
there is a macro step carrying out the local sequence and effect. Locally permanently 
silent actors - behavior actors that either hang or go on silently forever are ignored. 
The local sequence will be unique. The effect is unique upto choice of created actor 
names or choice of delivered message. 
Lemma (kernel transform.3). kA Td >> kA T, 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof that the big step transform preserves inter- 
action semantics. 0 
5.3.4. Final step 
To complete the proof of theorem (u2k) we establish (final step): 
Lemma (final step). 
Zsem(UK : UATt) = Zsem(u2k(UK) : kAT,) 
This is proved by establishing a correspondence between the macro steps of “AT+ 
and those of kAT,. 
We let “L range over sequences of labels that make up the steps of a computation 
in “AT+ and kL range over sequences of labels that make up the steps of a computa- 
tion in kAT,. The heart of the argument is showing that computations of X : UATt 
and ~24°K) : kAT, have corresponding macro steps. This is expressed by lemmas 
(u2k.sim.l) and (dk.sim.2). We first show how these lemmas are used to prove (fi- 
nal step). Then we prove the lemmas. 
Lemma (u2k.sim.l). Zf ‘K z “K’ with uL a macro step label of the user big step 
form then there is kL a macro step label of the user-kernel canonical form such that 
isem = isem and u2k(“K) 2 u2k(“K’). 
Lemma (zdk.sim.2). Zf u2k(“K) % kK’ with kL a macro step label of the user- 
kernel canonical form then there is L a macro step label of the user big step form 
such that isem = isem and a user configuration ‘K’ such that u2k(“K’) = kK’ 
and “K -% uK’. 
Lemma (final step). 
Zsem(“K : “AT+) = Zsem(u2k(UK) : kAT,) 
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Proof. To show Isem(“K : “AT+) 2 Isem(u,?k(‘K) : kATg), let 
u71~[~Ki %“Ki+r liENI 
be a user path in big-step form, define zL’k(“rc) by 
~2k(“7~) = [U2k(“Ki) 2 u2k(“Ki+r ) 1 i E N] 
where kLiis given by lemma (u2k.sim.l). We claim uZk(u7t) is an admissible path of 
kAT, starting from r&?k(“K). Clearly isem = isem(u2k(%)). 
Conversely, to show Isem(“K : “AT) C I.sem(uZk(“P) : kATg), let 
%=[kKi 2 kKi+r (iEN] 
be a kernel path (in kAT,) in big-step form where kKa = u2k(“Ks) for some “Ko : “AT. 
Define 
“n=[‘Ki 3”Ki+r J~EN] 
where each ‘Li is obtained via induction and lemma (u2k.sim.2). Again isem( 
isem(u2k(‘ln)). 0 
5.3.5. Stepwise correspondence 
To establish the macro step correspondence lemmas we begin by examining “AT+ 
and k,4T, in a little more detail. Firstly observe that the non-silent transitions are 
labelled by send, rpc, rev, deliver, and leta. The silent transitions are labelled seq, 
walk, cstr, enable, disable and check. Since we are interested in configurations in 
which initially all actors are in states of the form Ce, c, Ql , we can restrict the states 
of uATt to those of the form 
(State 4) Ce, c, Ql a 
(State 4’) [a’, R, c, Ql a , [al a/ 
(State 2) [bid(C), [“Ml, Qrl a 
since these are the states that result from carrying out a big step. The names for these 
states correspond to those of the user finite state machine, Fig. 1, of Section 4. (State 
4) arises either from the initial starting configuration, or after completing a send, an 
rev, or a leta. (State 4’) arises after an rpc. While (State 2) arises after a deliver. 
The corresponding states, via u2k, on the kernel side are: 
(State7) [ready(qwaiting(B(a), u2k( Q),nil))l a , Cu2k*(e, c, a)] ~(~1 
(State7’) [ready(lJwaiting(B(a),tik(Q),nil))]. , 
Cready(RpcWait(k))l~(~) , Cready(RpcAux(B(a)))l a’ 
where k = h.u2k*(R[x], c, a) 
(State2) [ready(lJwalking(B(a), nil,UM, Q,,nil))l a , B(a) a “A4 , 
Ckbid(a, list(t?))l~(~) 
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The names for these states correspond to those of the u2k protocol finite state machine, 
Fig. 2, of Section 5 (upto P-reduction of k&d(u,list(t7)) in the case of (State 2)). 
The (big)steps of “AT+ can be classified as sequences of UA T steps with labels of 
one of the following forms (where nextmsg(a) is either walk(u) or disable(u)), let 
‘Lb,(a) A [seq(u)*; [nextmsg(u); cstr(u); check(u)*]‘; enable(u)]*; seq(u)* 
Note that the first nextmsg(u) in such a sequence must be a walk(u), while sub- 
sequent ones generated by the term [nextmsg(u); cstr(u); check(u)*]+ will be the 
disable(u) variety. Then the bigsteps are of one of the following forms, where in 
(l-4) the actor a starts in (State 4) or (State 2): 
1. “Lb,(u); send(u) that has the effect of sending a message, the actor a finishes in 
(State 4). 
2. “Lt,,(u);rpc(u) that has the effect sending an remote procedure call request, and 
creating an auxiliary actor to handle the reply. The actor a finishes in (State 4’). 
3. ‘L&(a); leta(u,@ that has the effect of creating the actors a’, the actor a finishes 
in (State 4). These three big steps correspond to a path of the form 
((State 4 +)+(State 2 + (State 3 -+)+)*)*(State 4 +)*State 4 
in the user FSM of Fig. 1. 
4. “Lb,(u); [nextmsg(u); cstr(u); check(u)*]*; disable(u); deliver(uUM) that has 
a delivery effect. The actor a finishes in (State 2). 
(State 4 + (State 2 + (State 3 ~)+)*(State 4 A)*)* + State 1 -+ State 2 
in the user FSM of Fig. 1. 
5. rcv(u,uo, U) leading from (State 4’) to (State 4). This correspond to the transition: 
State 4’ + State 4 
We can make the correspondence between internal user transitions and local transi- 
tions within the corresponding group explicit: 
Seq(B, a) 4 seq(B(u)) 
Walk(B,u) g send(B(u),u, WALK[]@B(u));ready(u,WALK[]@B(u)) 
Disable(u) A send(B(u),u, NEXT[]@B(u));ready(u,NEXT[]@B(u)) 
Enable(u) p send(B(u),u,ENABLED[]@B(u));ready(u,ENABLED[]@B(u)); 
seq(u)*; send(u,B(u), OK[]@u);ready(B(u),OK[]@u) 
Cstr(u) A seq(u)*; send(u,B(u), M); ready(B(u), M) 
for some appropriate A4 
Check(u) p seq(B(a)) 
Note that we are making a harmless identification between the user auxiliary actor, 
and the corresponding unique active kernel auxiliary actor within the group. We can 
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similarly make the correspondence between the non-silent internal user transitions and 
local transitions within the corresponding group explicit: 
Send(B, a) A send(B(a), ~0, ut ) for some appropriate U-J, ~1 
Rpc(B, a, as) 4 leta(B(u), ao); send(B(a), uo, M); seq(B(u))* 
for some appropriate44 
Rcv(u, a~, n/r) 2 ready(&), M); seq(uo)*; send(uo,B(u), M); ready@(u), M) 
Leta(B, a, a’) 2 leta(u, a’ * B(Z)) 
Note that some kernel labels contain more information than their corresponding user 
counterparts, the actual values for these can be easily gleaned from either the user com- 
putation, or the corresponding kernel computation. Using this correspondence we can 
make transparent he correspondence between the (big)steps of UATt and the (big)steps 
of 642-s. 
The (big)steps of kAT, can be classified as sequences of these macro steps with 
labels of one of the following forms (leaving the B argument implicit for simplicity). 
As in the user case Nextmsglab(u) is either Walk(u) or Disable(u)). Then 
kLt,,(u) A [Seq(u)*; [Nextmsglab(u); Cstr(u); 
Check(u)*]+; Enable(u)]*; Seq(u)* 
Note that the first Nextmsglab(u) in such a sequence must be a Walk(u), while subse- 
quent ones generated by the term [Nextmsglab(u); Cstr(a); Check(u)*]+ will be the 
Disable(u) variety. Then the bigsteps are of one of the following forms, where in 
(14) the group corresponding to a starts in (State 7) or (State 2): 
1. kLt,,(u); Send(u) has the effect of sending a message, the group finishes in (State 7). 
2. kLt,s(u); Rpc(u) has the effect sending an remote procedure call request, and creating 
an auxillary actor to handle the reply. The group finishes in (State 7’). 
3. kLbS(u); Leta(u,Z) has the effect of creating the mail-queue actors a’ and the cor- 
responding behavior actors B(Z). The group finishes in (State 7). 
4. kLt,s(u); [Nextmsglab(u); Cstr(u); Check(u)*]*; Disable(u); Deliver(u,“M) has 
a delivery effect. The group finishes in (State2). 
5. Rcv(u,ua,u) leading from (State 7’) to (State 7). 
Next we establish some properties relating reduction and the user to kernel transla- 
tion. In what follows we fix a user library Lib. 
We extend u2k to reduction contexts by defining: 
An administrative reduction is a /I reduction of an expression of the form app 
(Ilc.lq.e, c,q). In the following we consider kernel expressions in the image of the 
translation to be equal if they differ only by administrative reductions. The following 
lemma asserts that the translation of an expression commutes with the decomposition 
of the expression into a reduction context filled with a redex. 
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Lemma (u2k.rcx.l). zdk(Rl[e]) = u2k(R)[uZk(e)] 
Proof (u2k.rcx.l). An easy induction of the construction of R, since e’s always appear 
in places where u2k applies the result of a simple recursive call to a c and q. 0 
Now we establish two lemmas to show that either a user actor and its kernel trans- 
lation group are both permanently silent, or there are silent/local steps leading to 
corresponding effects. The first deals with the purely functional part of big steps. The 
second deals with the user ready redex, which because of the internal queue manage- 
ment is either hung, or silently moves to an idle state waiting for a message delivery, 
or to the execution of a method body. 
Lemma(u2k.big.l) Let “e be a user expression, “[ be a user context with self(“{)=a 
and customer(“C) = c, ke = u2k*(“e, c,a) and kc a kernel context with se,f(kc) = B(a) 
(1) “e GUc v z# ke --G-t, v. 
(2) ‘e reduces via &VC steps to a hung state, or has injinite -%-u~ steps z$ ke 
reduces via &l;[ steps to a hung state, or has in$nite &-kl steps. 
(3) “e z+Ui “Rl[u q mid[G]@c’J zg ke ---%y u2k*(UR, c,a)[send(u,mid[t7]@c’)]l 
(4) “e --&r “Riv. mid[zT]] isf ke 2~“~ ~_2k*(~R, c, a)Iker]l where 
ke, = letactor{a,, := ready(RpcAux(self()))} 
seq( send(v, mid[zY]@a,,), clc(&.ready(RpcWait(k)))) 
(5) ue-%-U~UR[letactor{a~ := “ei}l Qi6n *eaj zfl ke &ki u2k*(‘-‘R, c, a)lke,.j where 
ke, = l_etactor(aj := qidle(azF,nil), 
ai* := dk*(Uei,c,ai)}lGi,, 
u2k*(Ueo, c, a) 
for a” pairwise distinct and fresh 1 <i <n 
(6) ‘e &-y “R[ready(bid(C))] A behMatch(Lib, bid, fi) ifs ke -%-kc app(kbid, a, U) 
In (2) we consider ready(bid(t7)) to be hung if behMatch(Lib,bid,fi) fails to hold. 
Note that if “e is a disabling constraint, and hence uses no actor primitives other than 
customer and self, then (1) and (2) show that “e and ke have the same evaluation 
properties. 
Proof. This is a routine case analysis on the decomposition of “e into a redex and 
a reduction context, and the fact that modulo the actor primitives, u2k preserves this 
reduction. 0 
Now, assume behavior bid@)(methodDefs) E Lib, parCheck@, iT>, and A4D = u2k 
(mefhodDefs,p). Then 
Cready(bid(Q), c, Ql a moves silently to [bid(c), Q, [ ]I a 
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and 
Cready(Qwaiting(B(a), zL%(Q),nil>>l (I , Capp(k6id, a, ~)IB(~) 
moves by local steps to (assuming Q = [M] * Q’) 
[ready(Qwalking(B(a), u2k( Q’), M, nil, nil))] a , 
Cready(Wait4Q(MD, CI, ~))IB(~) , B(a) a A4 
thus we are interested in the correspondence between user states 
[bid(c), [Ml * Qu, Qrl a 
and the kernel translation 
Cready(Qwalking(B(a), u2k(Qu>,M,u2k(Q,>,nil>)l., 
[ready(Wait4Q(MD, a, V))l~(a) , B(U) a M 
Lemma (u2k.big.2). Assume 
behavior bid(p)(methodDefs) E Lib,parCheck(p, U), and 
MD = u2k(methodDefs,p). 
DeJne 
‘Z(bid,CM, QU,Qr)= [W@,[W* Qu, QJ, 
kZ(bid, 6, M, u2k( QU), u2k( Qr )) = 
[ready(Qwalking(B(a), u2k(Qu), M, u2k( Qr),nil>>l a , 
Cready(Wait4Q(MD, a, $>I Bca) , B(a) a A4 
Then 
1. UZ(bid, 17, M, Qu, Qr) is permanently silent ifs kZ(bid, 6, M, u2k(Q,), u2k(Qr)) 
2. “Z(bid, 6, M, Qu, Q,.) moues silently to [bid(E), [ 1, Qll a ifs kZ(bid, V, M, u2k(QU), 
u2k(Qr)) moves locally to Cready(Qidle(B(a), u2k(Qr)))1 a , [ready(Wait4Q(MD, 
a, ~))lB(a, 
3. “Z(bid, E, M, Qu, Qy) moves silently to Cue,, c, Ql a zrkZ(bid, t7, M, u2k( QU), u2k(Qr)) 
moves ZocaZZy to Cready(Qwaiting(B(a), z&‘k( Q), nil))] a , CuZk*(“e,, c, a)1 B(~) 
And these three cases are exhaustive. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on QU, using the lemmas (MethodDef) and (u2k. 
big.1) to show that user and kernel method lookup and constraint checking give cor- 
responding results. 0 
We complete the details by indicating how the macro step correspondence lemmas 
are proved. 
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Proof (u2k.sim.l). Assume 'K -% "K' with L a macro step label of the user big 
step form. We consider cases according to the analysis of the macro steps in "AT+. If 
there are no nextmsg... sequences, then we use the corresponding case of (u2k.big.l) 
to show the correspondence. Otherwise, by the ready case of (u2k.big.l) both user and 
translated states step silently to a ready and we use lemma (u2k.big.2) to complete 
the argument. 0 
Proof (u2k.sim.2). The proof is similar to the proof of (u2k.sim.2) using the analysis 
of user-kernel canonical steps. 0 
6. Conclusions 
The main technical contribution of this paper is to present a method for establishing 
equivalence of actor systems, or more generally for distributed object-based systems. 
The main result of this paper is a proof of correctness of what is essentially a stage 
of compilation of a high-level actor language. 
In [ 151 high-level object programming constructs are explained by expansion in the 
Pitt language. In [20] a semantics for a variant of POOL is given via translation 
to a sorted Pi calculus. This is shown to be a simulation (up to bisimulation) of a 
direct transition system operational semantics of POOL. Core Facile is a synthesis 
of the typed lambda calculus and pi-calculus style concurrency primitives. In [3] a 
translation from Core Facile to a variant based on asynchronous communication is 
given. The translation of a process is shown to preserve barbed bisimilarity and barbed 
congruence of the translation of two expressions implies congruence of the expressions. 
The converse is left open. The translation goes by an intermediate language obtained 
by adding a control operator to the asynchronous Facile much as we have done in the 
kernel language. In [5] an extension of the Pi-calculus to model locality and failure 
is translated in to a simply sorted Pi-calculus and similar properties are proved for 
the translation. Our approach differs in giving both languages an abstract, composable 
semantics in the same semantic domain and showing that the translation preserves the 
abstract semantics. The notion of barbed bisimulation seems to share with abstract 
actor structures and interaction semantics the objective of hiding details of internal 
computation. More detailed investigation of the relation between these approaches is 
an interesting topic for fbture work. 
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